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AREAS INSPECTED: The scope of this inspection included the review of the GPU
Nuclear Corporation (GPUN) and the Three Mile Island (TMI) response to a
reactor coolant leak in Unit I caused by a crack in an unisolable section of
the reactor cc91 ant system drain line (Licensee Event Report No. 95-003-00).
In particular, the inspectors reviewed the assessment of the root cause of the
crack, repair of the cracked line, assessment of the other drain lines and
other piping that may be susceptible, and subsequent corrective actions. |

Additionally, GPUN's and TMI's actions in addressing past problems with the
'

drain line pipe supports were reviewed.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The scope of this inspection included the review of the GPU Nuclear
Corporation (GPUN) and the Three Mile Island (TMI) response to a reactor
coolant leak in Unit I caused by a crack in an unisolable section of the
reactor coolant system drain line (Licensee Event Report No. 95-003-00). In
particular, the inspectors reviewed the assessment of the root cause of the
crack, repair of the cracked line, assessment of the other drain lines and
other piping that may be susceptible, and subsequent corrective actions.
Additionally, GPUN's and TMI's actions in addressing past problems with the
drain line pipe supports were reviewed.

The inspectors determined that GPUN and TMI demonstrated good performance in
replacing the section of piping containing the cracked weld, pursuing the root
cause of the problem, and verifying the structural integrity of the other
drain :ines. In addition, GPUN and TMI took appropriate action in
implementing corrective actions to minimize the possibility of this problem
reoccurring, and modifying TMI's augmented inservice inspection (ISI) program
to include the weld that experienced the crack and the similar welds on the
other drain lines.

The inspectors concluded that GPUN demonstrated particularly poor performance
in pursuing adequate resolution of problems identified with the support
configuration of the RCS drain lines during ISI examinations in 1988 and 1990.
A 1990 structural analysis of the drain lines indicated stress levels in an
unisolable elbow that exceeded the design code of record. The lines were
returned to service in the as-found condition and operated since that time i

with no additional evaluation, monitoring, or inspection. This is an apparent
violation of the requirements of 10 CFR 50.55.a. ,

l
'

The inspectors also determined that GPUN and TMI failed to maintain adequate
control over a plant modification intended to eliminate the overstress
condition described above. This resulted in the modification not being
implemented until the recent refueling outage. Furthermore, GPUN's design
verification process failed to identify a major error in the 1990 analysis
that resulted in significantly underestimating the level of overstress in the ,

|pipe. This is an apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, Criterion III,
Design Controls.

The inspectors identified errors and weaknesses in GPUN's control and
oversight of the design control process, including: (1) failures in the i

design verification process, (2) discrepancies with design-related documents,
'

and (3) apparent weaknesses in engineering management's control of the design
process. Some of these errors and weaknesses may have significantly
contributed to the apparent violations. '

|
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DETAILS

1.0 SCOPE OF INSPECTION (INSPECTION PROCEDURE 73753)

The scope of this inspection included the review of the GPU Nuclear !
Corporation (GPUN) and the Three Mile Island (TMI) response to a reactor
coolant leak in Unit I caused by a crack in an unisolable section of the
reactor coolant system drain line (Licensee Event Report No. 95-003-00). In j

particular, the inspectors reviewed the assessment of the root cause of the
crack, repair of the cracked line, assessment of the other drain lines and

i

other piping that may be susceptible, and subsequent corrective actions,
Additionally, GPUN's and TMI's actions in addressing past problems with the ,

>

drain line pipe supports were reviewed.

2.0 BACKGROUND

On September 9,1995, while in the process of cooling down for the Cycle 11
refueling outage, with the plant in a hot shutdown condition, TMI identified a
leak in a weld on a nonisolable 2" diameter cold leg drain line. The weld is
located on the downstream side of a 1.5" x 2.0" reducing elbow, in the RCS
suction line to the "B" reactor coolant pump. The leak was initially
identified by plant-monitoring instrumentation that indicated an increase in
iodine activity. As the shutdown process continued and the RCS pressure was
lowered, the leak dissipated. TMI determined that the condition was
reportable in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73.a.2.ii as a condition found during
shutdown that, had it been found while the reactor was in operation, would
have resulted in the nuclear power plant, including its principle safety i

barriers being seriously degraded. TMI made the required notification to the
NRC on September 9, 1995 (Event Number 29312).

The initial focus of this inspection was the assessment of TMI's and GPUN's
activities in determining the root cause of the drain line crack and in
developing and implementing corrective actions to prevent recurrence.
However, during the course of the inspection, the NRC inspectors identified
several significant issues, including apparent violations, regarding GPUN's
and THI's activities in addressing past problems with supports on the drain
lines. In this inspection report, the inspection findings will be presented
in the chronological order in which the specific issues occurred, starting
with the assessment of GPUN's and TMI's activities in responding to past
problems and followed by the assessment of GPUN's and TMI's activities in
addressing the recent crack.

3.0 TMI RESPONSE TO PAST DRAIN LINE PROBLEMS

3.1 Design Basis of Drain Line

The design and fabrication of the RCS primary loop piping and attached nozzles
was in accordance with USA Standard (USAS) 831.7, Code for Pressure Piping,
Nuclear Power Piping, February 1968 draft, including June 1968 errata. The

RCS primary loop piping and attached nozzles were constructed of carbon steel.
The drain lines are designed in accordance with USAS B31.1, Power Piping Code,
1967, and fabricated in accordance with USAS B31.7. The drain lines were
constructed of stainless steel and attached to the RCP suction leg through
1.5" diameter nozzles with Inconel safe ends.
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3.2 1988/1990 ISI Examinations of Drain Line Supports

In 1988, TMI performed inservice inspections (ISI) of supports on the RCS
drain lines and identified two bent U-bolt supports on the "B" drain line.
THI personnel performing the inspections indicated on the ISI evaluation
sheets that the distortions appeared to be caused by thermal-induced movement
of the piping. They requested that TMI plant engineering assess the adequacy
of the lines. TMI plant engineering concluded that the distortion was due to
mishandling during initial installatio, and was not due to service conditions.
Consequently, TMI replaced one of the distorted supports. The other was
determined to be adequate in the as-found condition (i.e., bent). THI did not
provide a specific evaluation to support its assessment that the bent U-bolt
was acceptable for return-to-service. In 1990, TMI performed additional ISI
examinations of the supports and determined that the bent U-bolt that had been
left in place was mon extensively bent and an additional bent U-bolt was
found on the "D" dram line.

3.3 1990 Drain Line Analysis

After finding the bent supports in 1990, GPUN performed a structural analysis
of the pipe (Calculation C-1101-566-5320-006, Revision 0). Although the
analysis of the "B" line indicated thermal expansion stresses approximately 4%
above the allowables specified in the design code of record (USAS B31.1-1967),
GPUN determined that the level of overstress was not sufficient to produce
fatigue concerns and concluded that the overstress was within acceptable
limits. However, GPUN also concluded that the overstress condition was not
desirable and developed a modification of the drain line support
configurations to make the lines more flexible and reduce the thermal
expansion stresses to within code allowable limits. The calculation to
support the modification was included in C-1101-566-5320-006. In a letter,

dated August 27, 1990, from GPUN to the TMI site, the details of the
modification were described. GPUN indicated in the letter that the
modification was to be implemented using the site's mini-modification process.
However, the inspectors noted that the modification was never implemented.

After the recent crack occurred on the "B" drain line, GPUN reviewed the 1990
structural analysis and identified an analytical error that resulted in
significantly underestimating the stresses in the drain line. Specifically,
GPUN determined that the 1990 analysis incorrectly assumed a 2" x 2" elbow,
rather than the actual 1.5" x 2.0" elbow. Consequently, the stress in the
1.5" diameter side of the elbow was significantly underestimated. The
analysis had undergone a design verification review, in accordance with GPUN's
quality assurance program, which explicitly stated that the design inputs had
been verified to be correct. This error was especially significant, because
the highest stress calculated in the 1990 analysis (i.e., the 4% overstress)
occurred at the incorrectly modeled 1.5" side of the elbow. Based on a recent
reanalysis of the "B" drain line, GPUN indicated that the level of overstress
in this section of the elbow was approximately 30% or more above code
allowables. Based on the revised calculation, TMI implemented essentially the
same modification that was developed in 1990. |

|

i
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4.0 NRC EVALUATION OF GPUN RESPONSE TO PAST DRAIN LINE PROBLEMS,

The inspectors held discussions with GPUN and THI personnel involved in the
drain line issues during 1988 and 1990, reviewed documentation related to the
1988 and 1990 ISI examinations of the drain line supports, and reviewed
Calculation C-1101-566-5320-006, Revision 0, for the 1990 structural analysis
of the drain lines. In response to NRC inspectors' questions regarding the
basis for concluding that the drain lines satisfied USAS B31.1, even though
the analysis produced stresses beyond the code specified allowables, GPUN,

'

stated that an additional calculation included in C-1101-566-5320-006
justified this conclusion. Specifically, GPUN performed a calculation using
part of the criteria in ASME Section III, Section NB-3653.6, " Simplified
Elastic-Plastic Discontinuity Analysis." The inspectors concluded that this
was not an appropriate method to disposition the overstresses, because:
(1) there are no provisions in B31.1 that justify this approach, and (2) the
rules of ASME Section III should be applied in a consistent manner in its
entirety, not in a fragmented manner in conjunction with parts of other design
codes (i.e., B31.1). The inspectors determined that GPUN demonstrated
particularly poor performance in pursuing adequate resolution of the code
overstresses. Further, the inspectors determined that GPUN performed an'

inadequate design verification, since it failed to identify a major analytical
error in the 1990 analysis. As described in Section 3.3, this error directly
involved the section of piping that GPUN determined was 4% overstressed.

The inspectors investigated the reason for not implementing the modification
described in the August 27, 1990, letter from GPUN to the site. GPUN
engineering management indicated that the modification was not intended to be
a requirement, but was intended to be a recommendation. The August 27, 1990,
letter was addressed to a site engineer who reported to the GPUN manager who
had signed the letter. The inspectors questioned GPUN and TMI personnel as to
how the decision not to implement the modification was made and the basis for
this decision. GPUN speculated that somebody at the site may have determined
that the modification was either not cost-effective, or not justified in lieu
of the potential dose that plant workers may receive during installation. The

TMI site engineer to whom the letter was addressed expressed no apparent
recollection as to whether the modification was ever reviewed at the site.
There was no documentation found to indicate that the modification ever
received any level of review at the site, or any followup action by GPUN. The

inspectors concluded that GPUN and TMI demonstrated very poor performance in
maintaining control over a safety-related plant modification that resulted in
the modification not being implemented and the RCS being returned to service
in a nonconforming condition.

5.0 GPUN/TMI EVALUATION OF CRACKED WELD
'

5.1 Examinations of Cracked Weld

The degraded weld, ISI weld RC-187, is located on the RCS "B" drain line, on
the downstream side of a 1.5" x 2.0" 90 reducing elbow. The elbow is made of
Schedule 160, 316 stainless steel. The upstream side of the elbow is attached

|

1
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with a bimetallic weld to the 1.5" nozzle attached to the RCP suction line,
and the downstream side is welded (RC-187) to a horizontal run of 2.0"
diameter schedule 160, 316 stainless steel piping. ,

1

TMI initially performed visual and ultrasonic (UT) examinations on RC-187 and
determined that the crack was circumferential and propagated from the inner
diameter (ID) to the outer diameter (0D); the crack was approximately 2-3
inches long on the ID and approximately 0.5-1 inch long on the outer diameter. ;

:TMI also reviewed the construction radiograph (RT) of RC-187 and determined
!

that there were no discernible existing flaws. Although the drain lines are
included in the TMI ISI program, the welds on the elbow of the "B" drain line
were not previously selected as part of the required examination sample i

|population.

During the refueling outage, TMI removed the entire elbow and approximately |
four feet of the drain line containing weld RC-187 and sent it to the Babcock .

& Wilcox (B&W) Lynchburg Technology Center in Lynchburg, Virginia, for more |
extensive metallurgical examinations. These examinations indicated that the i

!crack was induced by thermal fatigue, and developed over a long period of
time. GPUN believes that the crack initiated at the toe of the weld in an
area of very small intergranular attack. The examination also indicated that
the crack was located within the weld area, including the weld root, and had
propagated in a transgranular mode through the heat affected zone of the pipe
wall, through the weld fusion line, and continued to propagate through the
weld metal until it went thru-wall. The geometry of the weld toe, the point
of crack initiation, is at a sharp angle to the toe of the weld. B&W

theorized that this may have created a potential stress riser for the crack to
develop.

B&W indicated that " beach markings" found during visual examinations were
characteristic of fatigue failure and indicated periods of crack arrest where
the crack stopped propagating. B&W estimated that there were approximately 41
beach markings across the fracture surface and correlated this with the 42
heatup and cooldown cycles experienced by THI, Unit 1, since initial startup.
B&W indicated that the beach markings suggest that the crack probably
initiated very early in the life of the plant, possibly during the first
operating cycle. In addition, B&W estimated that there were approximately
44,000 striations across the fracture surface, that B&W attributed to thermal
stress cycling. B&W also indicated that visual examinations of the deposit
found on the fracture surface could be used to qualitatively evaluate the age
of the crack and supported the belief that the crack had been propagating for
some period of time more than one operating cycle. B&W found no preexisting
flaws that would have initiated the crack.

5.2 Evaluation of Potential Failure Mechanisms

GPUN developed a list of potential failure mechanisms that could have
initiated and propagated the crack. The list included: oil on the pipe
surface, nozzle thermal displacement with pipe heatup, intergranular stress
corrosion cracking (IGSCC), RCP vibration, high concentrated loads on the pipe
such as a person stepping on it, and layered hot water within the pipe
(thermal stratification). GPUN evaluated each of the failure mechanisms and
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eliminated most of them based on the fact that the crack initiated on the ID.
Most of the considered failure mechanisms would have initiated on the 00, and
many of the potential failure mechanisms were determined not to cause a
sufficient level of alternating stress to initiate or propagate a crack.
Although GPUN determined that there was excessive thermal expansion induced
stress on the elbow due to the drain line support configuration (see Sections
3 and 4 of this report), the magnitude of the stress was determined not to be
sufficient to initiate and propagate a crack. The only failure mechanism that
GPUN determined could potentially produce a sufficient level of alternating
stress to initiate and propagate a crack from the ID to the OD was thermal
stratification produced by turbulent penetration.

Turbulent penetration is a phenomenon whereby hot water from a flowing pipe
penetrates into a connected stagnant line. GPUN indicated that turbulent
penetration most likely caused RCS coolant from the cold leg to flow down the
drain line. Since the drain line typically is cooler than the cold leg, this
phenomenon produces layers of different fluid temperatures in the stagnant
line, which causes the stagnant line pipe wall to heat up and cool down in a
cyclic manner. Because the outer wall of the drain line is exposed to ambient'

temperature, there is a potential for large thermal gradients to develop
across the pipe wall, that produce thermal stress cycling.

In order to further evaluate the turbulent penetration / thermal stratification
theory, GPUN performed structural and thermal hydraulic analyses of the "B"
drain line. Based on the structural analysis, GPUN determined that a 25 mil
crack would have had to either pre-exist or be created during one of the first
few operating cylcles. Subsequently, the turbulent penetration / thermal

I

stratification phenomenon would have to produce cycles of 60 ksi stress in the
weld. Contrary to these conditions, GPUN did not identify a 25 mil crack in
reviewing the construction radiograph, and striationi ss close as 16 mils from
the ID were detected during the metallography examir r, ions performed by B&W.
Additionally, in order to produce a 60 ksi stress c: :n, the required |

differential temperature across the pipe wall is as m imately 440 F. Based
on the thermal hydraulic analysis, GPUN could not cont.ude with certainty that
this was occurring.

GPUN ce uded that the most probable root cause of the crack is turbulent
penet 4' thermal stratification. However, GPUN could not conclude with
certa lat this is the root cause because of the lack of information
regard .he actual temperature differential experienced across the pipe
wall, anu the difficulty in accurately modeling this phenomenon. In order to |
obtain information to verify the root cause, GPUN will monitor the "B" drain
line during the next operating cycle as described in section 5.4.

5.3 Evaluation of Similar Lines

TMI reviewed the construction radiographic tests and the results of previous
ISI examinations of the similar welds on the other drain lines. They found no
evidence of flaws. TMI also performed additional NDE, including radiography
and UT, on the other welds. No significant indications were identified on any
of the other welds. The "C" drain line was determined not to be susceptible
to turbulent penetration / thermal stratification, because it is utilized as a
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letdown line with constant flow. Using ASME Section XI, Appendix C criteria, ,

GPUN performed calculations to demonstrate that the similar welds in the other
lines will satisfy the code required factors of safety during the next

This analysis assumed a preexisting crack, with an assumedoperating cycle.
crack size based on the largest crack that may have been missed during NDE due
to the accuracy constraints of the NDE equipment. Based on this calculation,
GPUN determined that the largest possible crack at the end of the next
operating cycle would penetrate approximately 24% thru the pipe wall. GPUN
determined that the remaining ligament was sufficient to satisfy the code
required safety factors. Based on the fact that the NDE of these other lines
produced no crack-like indications, the fracture mechanics calculations
indicated that an existing crack could not reasonably propagate 1100% thru the
pipe wall during the next operating cycle, and the implementation of the
corrective actions described in Section 5.4, GPUN coe.luded that the drain
lines were adequate for return to service.

5.4 Corrective Actions

TMI removed the section of the "B" drain line containing the defective weld,
including the piping section from weld RC-186BM, the bimetallic weld on the
upstream side of the elbow, to approximately four feet downstream of the
failed weld. The elbow and attached piping were replaced in accordance with ,'

ASME Section XI Repair and Replacement criteria. The new RC-187 was
,

fabricated in the shop. RC-186BM and a new weld on the horizontal piping
downstream of RC-187 were field welded. The final RC-186 shop weld was i

radiographed, while the root pass and final weld of the new field welds were
'

radiographed. TMI indicated that an inservice leak test would be performed at
operating temperature and pressure during plant restart. |

TM1 also implemented additional actions to prevent recurrence of the problems,
including a modification of the drain line support configuration, addition of
insulation on the piping, and monitoring of the lines to try to validate the
thermal stratification theory and to determine if there may be other
contributing factors. In order to prevent large thermal gradients from
developing, TMI installed insulation on the "A" and "D" drain lines (the "C"
line was previously insulated). TMI did not insulate the "B" line at this
time in order to allow for temperature monitoring during the next heatup to
verify the extent of thermal stratification that may have occurred on the
lines. Because the section of the "B" line susceptible to turbulent
penetration / thermal stratification was replaced and the evidence that ,

demonstrated that the weld failure occurred over a long period of time, TMI ;

determined that allowing the "B" line to operate uninsulated through one cycle
did not present a problem insofar as thermal stratification.

In order to make the drain lines more flexible and eliminate pipe overstress
due to thermal expansion (see Sections 3 and 4), TMI modified the support
configuration of the "A," "B," and "D" piping. Additionally, in order to
verify the accuracy of the assumptions made in the drain line modification
analysis, THI will take displacement measurements of the "B" drain line to
assess the actual thermal growth of the line and resultant mechanical stresses
in the line. TMI will also take vibration measurements of the drain line
while operating the RCPs in varying combinations, in order to determine if any

. _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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significant vibratory excitation of the piping is occurring. In addition to
the above, TMI indicated that the "B" drain line weld that experienced the
crack and the similar welds on the "A" and "D" drain lines would be examined
as part of THI's augmented ISI program at the next refueling outage (12R).

6.0 NRC EVALUATION OF TMI RESPONSE TO CRACKED WELD

During the inspection, the NRC inspectors held discussions with GPUN and TMI
engineering and ISI personnel regarding the evaluation of the crack, the
assessment of the other drain lines, and the corrective actions developed to
prevent recurrence. Additionally, the inspectors attended an
October 10, 1995, meeting at GPUN in Parsippany, New Jersey, during which GPUN
presented the results of their assessment to an independent advisory panel of
industry experts. GPUN convened this panel to review and assess the
appropriateness of GPUN's evaluation and conclusions. The panel concluded
that GPUN's evaluation and corrective actions were adequate to address the
problem.

The inspectors determined that GPUN and TMI demonstrated good performance in
replacing the degraded weld and pursuing the root cause of the problem.
Additionally, the inspectors determined that GPUN and THI have taken
comprehensive corrective actions to minimize the possibility of this problem
reoccurring. GPUN has verified the structural integrity of the other drain
lines. The inspectors also concluded that GPUN and THI were taking
appropriate action in monitoring the drain line in order obtain information to
verify the postulated failure mechanism and to demonstrate the adequacy of the
corrective measures. This information will also be used to confirm the
accuracy of the assumed pipe thermal movement that was utilized in the pipe
analysis and ensure that potential RCP vibration is not contributing to
excessive fatigue of the drain line piping. TMI will include the weld that
experienced the crack and the similar welds on the other drain lines in its
augmented ISI program.

During the course of the inspection, the NRC inspectors identified
deficiencies and weaknesses in GPUN design-related documents and in GPUN
management's control and oversight of design-related activities. In one
instance, the NRC inspectors identified an error in the analysis of the
modified drain lines. In this analysis, which was documented in Calculation
C-1101-566-5320-006, Revision 1, GPUN analyzed the drain line piping in
accordance with USAS B31.1 criteria. For the bimetallic weld, GPUN performed
an additional calculation using USAS B31.7 criteria since this weld is at the
physical boundary between different design codes. The inspectors reviewed
this calculation and determined that TMI used an incorrect stress allowable
for evaluating the stresses in the weld. The actual allowable stress was
lower than the value specified in the calculation. Although this error did
not alter the final conclusion (i.e., the stresses in the weld satisfied the
B31.7 criteria), it is significant because this error was not identified by
GPUN during the design verification process. As discussed below and in
Sections 3 and 4 of this report, other examples in which the design
verification process failed were identified during this inspection.

- - _ _ .
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In another instance, the inspectors identified an error while reviewing
various GPUN documents that are utilized in the design process. Specifically,
GPUN Engineering Standard ES-001, "GPUN Engineering Classifications," which
had undergone a design verification review, specifies the incorrect design
code for the primary RCS piping. This standard specifies USAS B31.1, rather
than USAS B31.7, as the design code of record for the primary RCS piping.
GPUN indicated that this is simply a documentation error, and that the RCS is
designed and maintained in accordance with the B31.7 code. Further, GPUN
indicated that RCS piping drawings reference the applicable B&W design
specifications that, in turn, reference USAS B31.7 as the design code.
Additionally, GPUN indicated that all work performed on primary loop piping is
performed by B&W using the appropriate B&W design specifications that
reference B31.7. Although the inspectc s determined that there was no
immediate safety significance to this specific error, this is another example
showing that the design verification process failed.

Finally, while discussing the drain line modification analysis with GPUN
engineering management personnel, the inspectors identified weaknesses in
management's oversight and control of design activities. Specifically, the
inspectors questioned how GPUN design engineering personnel determine the
correct parameters (e.g., pressure and temperature) to use in the design
analysis. GPUN management indicated that the TMI Line List, SYS-LL-TMI-1,
provides the necessary design parameters, and should reflect the parameters
utilized in the analysis of the modification. However, the specific line list i

that GPUN provided for the drain lines specified a higher temperature than was
utilized in the analysis (650*F versus 575 F). GPUN management initially
indicated that the analysis was incorrect and proceeded with an attempt to
recalculate the maximum pipe stresses based on the higher temperature. ,

iSubsequently, the design engineer responsible for the analysis of the drain
line modification was consulted and identified a provision in B31.1 that
justified the use of the lower temperature. Although the analysis was ,

'

eventually determined to be correct, this issue exemplifies a weakness
regarding management's oversight and control of design activities.

1

7.0 CONCLUSIONS

GPUN and TMI demonstrated particularly poor performance in pursuinge
adequate resolution of problems identified with the support
configuration of the RCS drain lines during ISI examinations in 1988 and
1990. A 1990 structural analysis of the drain lines indicated stress
levels in an unisolable elbow that exceeded the design code of record.
The lines were returned to service in the as-found condition and
operated since that time with no additional evaluation, monitoring, or
inspection. This is an apparent violation of the requirements of 10 CFR
50.55.a.

GPUN and TMI failed to maintain adequate control over a plante
modification intended to eliminate the overstress condition described
above, which resulted in the modification not being implemented and the
RCS being returned to service in a nonconforming condition.
Furthermore, GPUN's design verification process failed to identify a
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major error in the 1990 analysis that resulted in significantly
underestimating the level of overstress in the pipe. This is an
apparent violation of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B,. Criterion III, Design

Controls.

Errors and weaknesses were identified in GPUN's control and oversight of*
the design control process, including: (1) failures in performing

| design verifications, (2) discrepancies with design-related documents,
,

' and (3) weaknesses in engineering management's control of the design
These errors and weaknesses significantly contributed to theprocess.

apparent violations.

The inspectors determined that GPUN and TMI demonstrated good :e
performance in replacing the section of piping containing the cracked
weld, pursuing the root cause of the problem, and verifying the
structural-integrity of the other drain lines. In addition, GPUN and
TMI implemented appropriate corrective actions to minimize the
possibility of this problem reoccurring in the drain lines. During the
next refueling outage, TMI will reexamine the weld that experienced the
crack, and the similar welds on the other drain lines as part of TMI's
augmented ISI program.

Attachments:
A. September 29, 1995, Exit Meeting Attendance List
B. Personnel participating in October 19, 1995, telephone exit

|
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ATTACHMENT A

Personnel Attending September 29, 1995, Exit Meeting

GPU Nuclear

B. Knight Engineer / Regulatory Affairs
J. Wetmore Manager /TMI/ Licensing
R. Barley Manager /TMI/P{antEngineering
S. Wilkerson Manager /TMI/ Systems Engineering
S. Tumminelli Manager / Technical Functions /Engineerino Mechanics
S. Giacobbe Director /TMI/ Chemistry and Materials
T. Basso Manager /TMI/ Plant Engineering
P. Walsh Director /TMI/ Plant Engineering
J. Jandovitz Manager /TMI/NDE/ISI
L. Stauffer Specialist /TMI/NDE/ISI
G. Navratil Specialist /TMI/NDE/ISI

United States Nuclear Reculatory Commission

M. Evans SRI, Region I
R. Hernan Project Manager .NRR |

I
iOthers

S. Maingi Engu..er PA-BRP
-

J. Shebby ANII/ANI Hartford Steam and Boiler

i
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i

Personnel Participating in October 19, 1995, Telephone Exit Meeting

GPU Nuclear

B. Knight Engineer / Regulatory Affairs
R. McGoey Manager /TMI/ Licensing
S. Tumminelli Manager / Technical Functions / Engineering Mechanics
J. Abromivici Manager / Technical Functions / Mechanical Components

j T. Basso Manager /TMI/ Plant Engineering

| J. Moore Staff / Nuclear Safety Compliance Committee
: L. Porter Engineer /GPUN

J. Colitz Director / Technical Functions / Engineering and Design
T. Ruggerrio Engineer /GPUN
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United States Nuclear Reaulato'ry Commission

M. Evans SRI Region I
D. Haverkamp Project Engineer Region I
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NUCLEAR F.EGULATORY NRC Enforcement Program," was effect." (Brock v. Cathedral Bluffs Shale

COMMISSION published in April 1995.The team Oil Co.,796 F.2d 533,539 (D.C. Cir.
report,in Recommendation II. G-3, 1986) citing 44 U.S.C.1510 (1982)).

10 CFR Part 2 recommended that the Enforcement Therefore, because the Enforcement
Policy be removed from the Code of Policy is not a regulation, the

Policy and Procedure for Enforcement Federal Regulations (CFR) because the Commission is removing it from the
Actions; Removal Enforcement Policy is not a regulation. Code of Federal Regulations. Revisions

The NRC Enforcement Policy has of the Enforcement Policy will continue
AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory been codified at 10 CFR Part 2 to be published in the Federal Reglater.
Commission. Appendix C to provide widespread To ensure widespread dissemination,
ACTION: Policy statement. dissemination of the Commission's the Enforcement Policy will be provided

Enfwcement Policy. Ho em, after the to licensees, made available on an
SUtsk.ARY:The Nuclear Regulatory Commission first publi ed the electronic bulletin board, and published
Commission (NRC) is removing its " 9
General Statement of Policy and h"5 F

as NUREG-1600,"Ceneral Statement of
6 Com as

Enfacement Mons.,p NRC
cy anhah

Procedure for Enforcement Actions maintained that the NRC Enforcement.
(Enforcement Policy) from the Code of Policy is a policy statement and not a
Federal Regulations because the regulation.The Commission's reason for Paperwork Reduction Act Statement
Enforcement Policy is not a regulation. having a policy statement rather than a This policy statement contains no
DATES:This action is effective on June rule was explained in the Statement of information collection requirements

anied the b i
Considerations that accomforcement(d th ref

30,1995.
Submit comments on or before August publication of the 1992 En perwork e uction ct i198 (44

14,1995. Comments received after this Policy. The Commission stated then:
date will be considered if it is practical An underlyin basis of this policy that is
to do to but the Commission is able to reflected througkout it is that the List of Subjects in 10 CFR Part 2 t

assure consideration only for comments determination of the appropriate sanction Administrative Prectice and
received on or before this date. requires the exercise of discretion such that

each enforcement action is tailomd to the
Pro dure, Antitrust Byproduct
material, Classified information,ADDRESSES: Send written comments to: panicular factual situation. In view of the

The Secretary of the Commission, U.S. discretion provided the enforcement policy Environmental protection. Nuclear
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, is being adopted as a statement of general materials, Nuclear power plants and
Washington, DC 20555. A*ITN: policy rather than as a regulation. reactors, Penalties, Sex discrimination,
Docketing and Service Branch. lland notwithstanding that the statement has been Source material, Special nuclear
deliver comments to: 11555 Rockville promulgated with notice and comment material, Waste treatment and disposal.
Pike. Rockville, Maryland, between 7:45 procedures. A genemi statement of policy
am and 4:15 pm, Federal workdays, will Pennit the Commission maximum PART 2-RULES OF PRACTICE FOR

flexibility in revising the policy statement DOMESTIC LICENSING PROCEEDINGS
I

Copies of comments received may be
iy,f,fpp ,,'t. Ni$ revised as AND ISSUANCE OF ORDERS
'* h8

examined at the NRC Public Document ,
Room,2120 L Street, NW,(Iower necessary to reflect changes in policy and 1. The authority citation for part 2Level), Washington, DC. direction of the Commission (47 FR 9989; continues to read,in part, as follows: ,

FOR FURTHER INFORa4ATION CONTACT:
March 9,1992),

James Lieberman, Director Office of For the same reasons, the Commission Authority: secs. 161,181,68 stat. 948,

Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory continues to hold the view that the
953, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2201,2231h sec.
191, as amended, pub. L 87-615,76 Stat. 409

Commission, Washington, DC 20555 Enforcement Policy is a policy 2 S 2* '
(301)415-2741. statement, liowever, at least one court, 2 1$*

~ "

SUPPLEa8ENTARY INFORAAATION:On May in considering whether an enforcement
13,1994, the NRC's Executive Director policy was a policy statement or a Appendix C to Part 2 /Removedl

for Operations established a review regulation, noted that if the policy were 2. Appendix C to Part 2 is removed.
team to assess the NRC enforcement published in the CrR,it would be Dated at Rockville, MD, this 23rd day of
program.The review team report, properly treated as a regulation because
N" REG-1525,5 " Assessment of the the CFR is rt. served for documents

June,1995

"having general applicaMiity and legal - Fu the kiclear Regulatory Commission.
linn C. Hoyle, i

* Copies of NUREG-t525 may be purchased from I
the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Royal Road. Springfield. Virginia 22161. A copy is Secretary of the Commission.
Printing Office. P.O. Box 37062. Washington. DC also avallable for inspection and copying for a see IFR Doc. 95-15951 Filed 6-29-95; 8.45 amj
200n-7082. Copies are also available from the in the NRC Public Document Room. 2120 L Street,

National Technical information Service. s2a5 Port Nw. (Lower Levell Washington. DC 2o55s-4o01. an.UNO CODE rsso-at-#

NUREG-1600 2
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NUCt. EAR REGULATORY As reflected in the severity levels. ssfety (2) To encourage prompt
COMMISSION significance includes actual safety identification and prompt,

consequence, potential safety mnsequence' comprehensive correction of violations.
Revision of the NRC Enforcement and regulatory significance. The use of

graduated sanctions from Notices of IV. Severity of ViolationsPolicy Violation to orders further reflects the
AGENCY: Nuclear Regulatory varying seriousness of noncompliances. Severity Level V violations have been
Commission. . The enforument conference is an eliminated.The examples at that level

ACTION: Policy statement. $$,"$h r*[,)8,',",", have been withdrawn'from the
i

k form supplements. Formal enforcement
SUMMARY:As a result of an assessment [th gh se nf rence take ti actions will now only be taken for !

of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,s effort for both the NRC and licensees. they violations categorized at Severity level
(NRC) enforcement program, the NRC generally contribute to better decision. I to IV to better focus the inspection and i

has revised its General Statement of making. enforcement process on safety. To the i

Policy and Procedure for Enforcement . Enforcement actions deliver regulatory extent that minor violations are l
Actions (Enforcement Policy or Policy). messages pmperly focused on safety.These described in an inspection report, they i

mes s emphasize the need for limnsees t will be labeled as Non-Cited Violations
'

By a s ate action published today in
the F eral Register, the Commission is $'$,'j,C 'd tb "''d t (Nr"s). When a licensee does not take

''the
i aI

removing the Enforcement Policy from opportunities to identify and prevent w ective action or repeatedly or
the Code of Federal Regulations. violations. willfully commits a minor violation {
DATES:This action is effective on June . The use of discretion and judgment such that a formal response would be '

30,1995, while comments are being throughout the deliberative process needed, the violation should be
received. Submit comments on or before recognizes that enforcement of NRC categorized at least at a Severity level

requirements does not lend itself to jy,August 14,,1995. Additionally, the machanistic treatment. !
Commission intends to provide an

. The NRC staff will be reviewing the !

opportunit[ Enforcement Policy hasfor public comments after
liowever, the Review Team found that

severity level exam les in the |
this revise the existing enforcement program at supplements over t e next 6 months. !
been in effect for about 18 months. times provided mixed regulatory The purpose of this review is to ensure
ADDRESSES: Send written comments to: messages to licensees, and room for the examples are appropriately focusedim rovement existed in the"Ite Secretary of the Commission U.S. on safety significance, including
Nuclear Regulatory Commission, En orcement Policy.The review

Washington, DC 20555. A'ITN: suggested that th program s focus consideration of actual safety
consequence, potential safety |

should be clarifi to.Docketing and Service Branch. Hand consequence, and regulatory |
deliver comments to: 11555 Rockville . Emphasize the importance ofidentifying significance.

'

Pike Rockville, Maryland, between 7:45 Problems before events occur, and of taking
am and 4:15 pm, Federal workdays. pmmpt, c mprehensive oorrective action V Predecisional Enforcement ,

when problems are identified: Conferences |Copies of comments receh sd may be * ency attent n at licensees with*

examined at the NRC Pubhc Document multiple en[orcement actions in a relatively Enforcement conferences are bem, gRoom,2120 L Street, NW. (Lower short period: and renamed "predecisional enforcement
level), Washington, DC. . Focus on current performance of conferences." These conferences should
FOR FURTHER INFORMATsoN CONTACT: licensees. e held for the purpose of obtaining
James Lieberman, Director, Office of In addition, the review team found information to assist NRC in making
Enforcement, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory that the process for assessing civil enforcement decisions when the agency
Commission. Washington, DC 20555, penalties could be simplified to improve reasonably expects that escalated
(301) 415-2741, the predictability of decision-makin8 enforcement actions will result. 'lhey
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:On May and obtain better consistency between should also normally be held if
13,1994, the NRC's Executive Director regions. requested by a licensee. In addition they
for Operations established a review As a result of its review, the review should normally be held before issuing
team to assess the NRC enforcement team made several recommendations to an order or a civil penalty to an
program. In its report (NUREG-1525,i revise the NRC Enforcement Policy to unlicensed individual.
" Assessment of the NRC Enforcement produce an enforcement program with
Program," A ril 5,1995), the review clearer regulatory focus and more in light of the chan s to the
team concluked that the existing NRC predictability.The Commission is Enforcement Pohcy, t e Commission

enforcement program, as implemented, issuing this policy statement after has decided to continue a trial program

is appropriately directed toward considering those recommendations and of c nducting approximately 25 percent
supporting the agency's overall safety the bases for them in NUREG-1525. f eligibl,e conferences open to public

mission. This conclusion is reflected in The more significant changes to the observation pending further evaluation.

several aspects of the program: current Enforcement Policy are (See 57 FR 30762; July 10,1992, and 59

. described below: FR 36706: July 19,1994). The intent of
a The Policy recognizes that violations open conferences is not to maximize

have differing degrees of safety significance. 1. Introduction and Purpose public attendance, but is rather for
This section has been modified to determining whether providing the

emphasize that the purpose and public with an opportunity to observeil u inte e a t S en ent
Printing 0frace. Mall Siop SSOP, Washington, DC objectives of the enforcement program the regulatmy process is compatible
20402-9328. Copies are also available from the are focused on using enforcement with the NRC's ability to exerthe its
NattonalTechnicalInformation Service. s285 Port actions: regulatory and safety responsibilities.
Royat noad, Springfield. Virginia 22161. A cop (1) As a deterrent to emphasize the The provisions of the trial proy, ram have

s

he C Pu c Docu n m 20 L 5 reet, importance of compliance with been incorporated into the En,arcernent
NW. (tmer I evel). Washington, DC 2055s-000L requirements; and Policy.

3 NUREG-1660
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VI. Enforcement Actions warrant a more financially meaningful each of these decisional points may
penalty. A $500 civil penalty for a have several associated considerations

A. Notice of Violots.on
.

Severity Level III violation (at 50% of for any given case. However,the
This section was modified to clarify the Severity Level I base amount) does outcome of a case, absent the exercise of

that the NRC may waive all or portions not reflect the seriousness of this type discretion, is limited to three results: no

of a licensee's written response to a of violation for this category of licensee. civil penalty, a base civil penalty, or a
Notice of Violation to the extent It is notedthat with the revised base civil penalty escalated by 100%
relevant Information has already been assessment approach, these licensees D. Reloted Administmtive Actions
provided to the NRC in writing or will not normally receive a civil penalty

The reference to relateddocumented in an NRC inspection if prompt and comprehensive corrective
report and is on the applicable docket action is taken for isolated non-willful administrative mechanisms have been

in the NRC Public Document Room. Severity levelIII violations. replaced with related administrative
actions to clarify the documents as

B. Civi1 Penolty 2. Civil Penalty Assessment actions.

1. Base Civil Penalty his section has been mnamed to VII. Exerclae ofIhacrotion
qD 'Ihe ability to exercise discretion isc,v;fp, ,atTables 1A and 1B have been revised. lt s n ubstan ial y

preserved with the revised policy.Ic Table IB the percentage for Seventy .e revised process is
levelIV violations has been deleted { hanged , Discretion is provided to deviate from

,
since such violations will net be subject . Continue to emphasize compliance the normal approach to either incmase

, or decrease sanctions where necessaryto civil penalties. If a violation that in a manner that deters future
i .i . to ensure that the sanction reflects thewould otherw,se be categorized at a

Severity Level IV violation merits a civil 9 ; ttragepromptidentification significance of the circumstances and*

conveys the appropriate regulatorypenalty because of its significance, the
violation would normally be categorized and prompt, combrehensive correctionmessage. This sectlon has been modifiedof violations and ielt root causes;
at a Seventy level III. . Apply the recognition of good past to provide examples where it is

Table 1A has been simplified t performance to give credit to a licensee appmpriate to consider civil penalties
combine categories of licensees with the committing a non-willful SL III or escalate civil penalties
same base penalty amounts.The base violation who has had no previou:., notwithstanding the normel assessment

process in Section VI of thepenalty amounts have generally s gnificant violations during the past 2 Enforcement Policy. One significantremained unchanged. The revised
policy notes that the base penalties may fonger)r 2 inspactions (whichever isexample to note involves the loss of a

ears o
.

be adjusted on a case-by-case basis to , pi,'ce greater attention on situations source. This example is being added to
reflect the ability to pay and the gravity of greater concem (i.e., where a licensee emphasize the importance of licensees
of the violation.10 CFR Part 35 has had more than one significant being aware of the location of their
licensees (doctors, nuclear pharmacies, violation in a 2. year or two-inspection sources and to recognize that there

and other medical related licensees) are period, where corrective action is less should not be an economic advantage

combined into an overall medical than prompt and comprehensive, or for inappropriate disposal or transfer.
category, based on the similarity of where egregious circumstances, such as As to mitigation of sanctions for
hazards. Because transportation where it is clear that repetitiveness or violations involving special
violations for all limnsees are primarily willfulness, are involved); circumstances. mitigation can be
concemed with the potential for . Streamline the NRC decisional considered if the licensee has
personnel exposure to radiation, the process in a manner that will preserve demonstrated overall sustained
violations in this area will be treated the judgment and discretion, but will performance which has been
same as those in the health physics area. provide a clear normative standard and particularly good.The levels of approval

The $100,000 base civil penalty roduce relatively predictable results for exercising discretion are described
amount for safeguards violations, which for routine cases; and in this section. Finally, Table 2,
applies to only two categories of . Provide clear guidance on applying " Examples of Progressions of Escalated
licensees, fuel fabricators and fewer adjustment factors in various Enforcement Actions for Similar
independent fuel and monitored types of cases,in order to increase Violctions in the Same Activity Area
retrievable storage installations, has consistency and predictability. Under the Same License," has been
been deleted.The penalty amount for Once a violation has been categorized withdrawn from the Enforcement
safeguards should be the same as for at a Severity level Ill or above, the Policy. The guidance in that table is not
other violations at these facilities. NRC assessment process considers four basic needed because the policy is clear that
has not had significant safeguards decisional points: each case should be judged on its own
violations at these facilities. If the (1) Whether the licensee has had a merits, especially those repetitive
penalty that would normally be assessed previous escalated enforcement action violation cases to which the table
for operational violations is not during the past 2 years or past 2 applied.
adequate to address the circumstances inspections, whichever is longer: Vill. Enforcement Actions Involv, gm
of the violation, then discretion would (2) Whether the licensee should be Individualsbe used to determine the appropriate given credit for actions related to
penalty amount. identification: The Enforcement Policy has been

The base civil penalty for "other" (3) Whether the licensee's corrective clarified to provide that some action is
materials licensees, currently set at actions may reasonably be considered normally to be taken against a licensee
$1000, has been increased to 55000. The prompt and comprehensive; and for violations caused by significant acts
primary concerns for these licensed (4)Whether in view of all the of wrongdoing by its employees,
activities are individual radiation circumstances, the case in question contractors, or contractors employees.
exposure and loss of control of material warrants the exercise of discretion. As The Policy has also been modified to
to the environment, both of which described in the Enfurcement Policy, state that the nine factors in Section VI!!

1

|

'
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should be used to assist in the nianlainn 3. Violations Involving Old Deelge issues of connpHance which the NRC expects.8
on whether enforcement action should 4. Violations identi6ed Due to Previous Each enforrumant action is dependent r

~

i be taken nst an unlicensed "'".tanad Enforcement Action on the circumstances of the case and |

| individ as well es the liensee.He 5. Violations Involving Discrimination requises the exercise of discretion after
6. 'lovcIvins8 ecial

. Policy currently uses these factors to conaldmahib poudu ud {
P

ums. In no caso, however, will :

%la===mho cannot achieve and| date mine whether to take enforomment c tenscise of Discretion for an operating
acthm egninst an unlicensed person reciitty ;

rather than the licenses. %ese changes vnt. Enforcement Aaions involving maintain adequate levels of protection |
am consistent with the intent of the Individuals be to conduct licensed t

Commission in prom ' the rule on tx.Insomrees sad " - . ' inforenetion vitics. j
deliberatemisconduct 56 40064, x. Action Asclast Non- II. Statatory Ausberity and Pr-r=Imral [40866, August 15,1901). IAes ,g,_ ,g y,,gg,ggg

XII. Public Disclosum ofInfoscament
Secti I of A, %, ,ay Authority
is not a sendian andis now XIn. neopening Oosed Enforcement Actions N NRC's enfo coment jurisdiction is |

to as an M=1 nf atrative action 3.ppi.n.== drawn from the Atomic Energy Act ofIre
consistent with Section VI.D of the 1954, as amended,and the Energy

|y, ,,,
Policy. Reorganisation Act (ERA) of1974, as ,

ne t asamlenian expects that the % following statement of general amended.i

chaems to the Enforcement Policy' policy and procedure explains the Secilon tot of the Atomic Energy Act
had resuk in an increase la the enforcement cy and procedures of authorises the NRC to conduct
protection of the public health and the U.S. Regulatory inspections and investigations and to
safety by better emphasizing the rammission (NRC or Commission) and issue orders as may be necessary or
prevention, detectian, and correction of the NRC staff (sta!!)in initiating desirable to promote the on-man
violations before events ocx:ur with enforr= mane actions, and of the defense and security or to protect health
impact on the public.In about 2 years presiding ahars and the %-=lanimi or to minimise danger to Ufo orr
the Commission intends to review the In reviewing these adions.%is pro , Section las authorises the
Enforcement Policy. In that agard, it is statsmant is licable to enforcement to revoke licensas under certain
expected that in about 18 months an in matters in vina the radiological drc==an=== (e.g., for material falso
opportunity will be provided to receive henhh and safety ofthe puhuc, statements,in response to conditions
public comments on the including employees' health and that would have warranted refusal of a,

implementation of this Policy. the r===an defense and escurity, license on an original application, for a ,

g,,,,,g esaa=====* dPoucy and the enviran= ant i This statement of ih== 's failure to build or operate a |'

Procedure $mr NEC Enforconnent general policy and uno willbe facility in accordance with the terms of

yo published as 1600 to provide the permit or licones, and for violation
widespread dissemination of the of an NRC regulation). Section 234

Table ett' -e==a= Commission's Enfosommer.t Policy. authorises the NRC to impose civil
P sface However, this is a policy statement and Penalties not to escoed $100,000 per

certain specin_ day for the violation ofed licensing provisions of
violation per1. Introduction and Purpose not asegulation.b Contmission may

II. Statutory Authority deviate from this statement of policy
A. Statutory Authbrity and procedure as appropriate under the the Act, rules, orders, and license torn;s
B. Procedural Framework circumstances of a pasticular case. implementing these provisions, and for l

IIL Responsibilities violations for which licenses can be
IV. Severity of Violations 1. Introduction and Puspese revoked. In addition to the enumerated I

kRe
' b urpoe of the NRC enforament Provisions in section 234, sections 84 |P

C. Wi fut violations Program is to support the NRC's overall and 147 authorise the imposition of ,

Civil enalties for violations ofD. Vinlations of Reporting Requirements safety mission in protecting the public P
V. Predecisional Enforcement Conferescos and the environment. Conalstent wl'h mgulations isnplementing those
VI. Enforcement Actions that purpose, enforcement action should rovisions. Section 232 authorises the j

A. Notice of Violation be used: to seek injunctive or other
'

B. Cvil Penalty e As a deterTent to emphasise the mjultable plief for violation of ;

ImPortance of complisam with %ogrgui,r j
Q l Pe sment

prompt identification Reorganlaation Act authorizes the NRCh.
,

t et n ted to u
Identification and prompt, comprehensive correction to impose civil penalties for knowing '

c. Credit for Prompt and Comprehensive of violations. and conscious failures to provide
Corrective Action Consistent with the rpose of this mCn safety infonnation to the NRC. !Cha ter 18 of the AtomicEnergy Act 1d. Exercise of Discretion d[3[,g,",,,P[a[1 will(a$n when Prwi es fonarying levels of criminalC. Orders nD.Related Administrative Actions

VII. Exorcise of Discretion dealing with licensees, vendors s $This policy primarily addresses the activiiles of
A. Escalation of Enforcement Sanctions contractors, and their ernployees, who NRC Incanases and opphcents for NRC licenses.

1.ovil Penetties do not achieve the necessary meticulous Thmsore. the term -ticensee" is used throushout
2. Orders attention to detail and the high standard 'h* Policy Ha**'ar. la tha=* ca*** wh*'' 'h* NRC

determinas that it is ap repriate to take3. Daily Civil Penalties
nNd[tNsNdTe ee Niht7pNySlfbeused.B. Mitigation of Enforcement Sanctions . Antitrust enforcement matters will be dealt

1.1lcensee-identified Severity LevelIV with on a case-by. case basis. as oppheable. Specific guidance regarding
Violations a The term * vendor" as used in this policy means enforcement acnon a6ainst Individuals and non-

2. Violations ldentified During Extended a supplier of products or services to be used in en licenseas is addreened in Secttons vt!! and X.
Shutdowns or Work Stoppages NRC.hconsed facility or activity, respectively.

5 NUREG-1600
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pencities (i.e., monetary fines and provide hearing rights,as only including the decision to issue a Notice |

Imprisonment) for willful violations of information is bein8 sought. A licensee of Violation, or to propose or impose a |

the Act and regulations or orders issued must answer a Demand. An unlicensed civil penalty and the amount of this |

under sections 65,161[b).,161(1), or person may answer a Demand by either penalty, after considering the general i

161(o) of the Act. Section 223 provides providing the requested information or principles of this statement of policy
'

that criminal penalties may be imposed explaining why the Demand should not and the technical significance of the )
on certain individuals employed by have been issued. violations and the surrounding i

I
basic . circumstances.

firms cxmstructing or supplyinfacility if III. Responsibilities Unless Commission consultation orcomponents of any utilization
the individual knowingly and willfully The Executive Director for Operations notification is required by this policy, !

i

violates NRC requirements such that a (EDO) and the principal enforcement the staff may depart, where warranted in

basic component could be significantly officers of the NRC, the Deputy the public's interest, from this policy as
Executive Director for Nuclear Material provided in Section VII," Exercise ofimpaired. Section 235 provides that

criminal penalties may be imposed on Safety, Safeguards and Operations Enforcement Discretion." The

persons who interfere with inspectors. Support (DEDS) and the Deputy Commission will be provided written
Executive Director for Nuclear Reactor notification of all enforcement actionsSection 236 provides that criminal

penalties may be imposed on persons Regulation. Regional Operations, and involving civil penalties or orders. The

who attempt to or cause sabotage at a Research (DEDR), have been delegated Commission will also be provided

nuclear facility or to nuclear fuel, the authority to approve or issue all notice in those cases where discretion is
escalated enforcement actions.* The exercised as discussed in SectionAlleged or suspected criminal violations

of the Atomic Energy Act are referred to DEDS is responsible to the EDO for the VII.B.6. In addition, the Commission

the Department of Justice for NRC enforcement programs. The Office will be consulted prior to takin8 action
of Enforcement (OE) exercises oversight in the following situations (unless the

appropriate action.
of and implements the NRC urgency of the situation dictates

B. ProceduralFmmework enforcement programs. The Director, immediate action):
Subpart B of to CFR part 2 of NRC's OE, acts for the Deputy Executive (1) An action affecting a licensee's

regulations sets forth the procedures the Directors in enforcement matters in operation that requires balancing the
NRC uses in exercising its enforcement their absence or as delegated. pub!!c health and safety or common
authority.10 CFR 2.201 sets forth the Subject to the oversight and direction defense and security implications of not
procedures forissuing notices of of OE, and with the approval of the operating with the potential radiological
violation. appropriate Deputy Executive Director, or other hazards associated with

The procedure to be used in assessing where necessary, the regional offices continued operation:
civil penalties is set forth in to CFR normally issue Notices of Violation and (2) Proposals to impose civil penalties

2.205. This regulation provides that the proposed civil penalties. However, in amounts greater than 3 times the

civil penalty process is initiated by subject to the same oversight as the Severity Level I values shown in Table

issuing a Notice of Violation and regional offices, the Office of Nuclear 1A:
Proposed Imposition of a Civil Penalty. Reactor Regulation (NRR) and the Office (3) Any proposed enforcement action

The licensee or other person is provided of Nuclear Material Safety and that involves a Severity LevelI

an opportunity to contest in writing the Safeguards (NMSS) may also issue
violation;

proposed imposition of a civil penalty. Notices of Violation and proposed civil (4) Any enforcement action that

After evaluation of the response, the penalties for certain activities. involves a finding of a material false

civil penalty may be mitigated, remitted. Enforcement orders are normally issued statement;
or imposed. An opportunity is provided by a Deputy Executive Director or the

(5) Exercising discretion for matters

for a hearing if a civil penalty is Director, OE. Ilowever, orders may also meeting the criteria of Section V11.A.1

Imposed.If a civil penaltyis not paid be issued by the EDO, especially those for Commission consultation;
(6) Refraining from taking

following a hearing or if a hearing is not involving the more significant matters.
requested, the matter may be referred to The Directors of NRR and NMSS have

enforcement action for matters meeting
the criteria of Section Vll.B.2:

the U.S. Department of Justice to also been delegated authority to issue (7) Any proposed enforcement action
Institute a civil action in District Court. orders, but it is expected that normal

that involves the issuance of b civil
The procedure for issuing an order to use of this authority by NRR and NMSS penalty or order to an unlicensed

institute a proceeding to modify, will be confined to actions not
suspend, or revoke a license or to take associated with compliance issues. The individual or a civil penalty to alicennd reactor operator,
other action against a licensee or other Director Office of the Controller, h-s (8) Any action the EDO believes
person subject to the jurisdiction of the been delegated the authority to issue warrants Commission involvement:
Commission is set forth in to CFR orders where licensees violate (9) Any Pmposed enforcement case
2.202. The licensee or any other person Commission regulations b nonpayment iny lvin an Office ofInvesti ation (01)

mp )rt wfiere the staff (other t inn the 01adversely affected by the order may oflicense and inspection ees.
request a hearing. The NRC is In recognition that the regulation of staff does not arnve at the same
authorized to make orders immediatel nuclear activities in many cases does c nclusions as those in the 01 report
effective if required to pmtect the pubbcnot lend itself to a mechanistic issues of intent if the
health, safety, or interest, or if the treatment, judgment and discretion c n emi}01 concludes thatDirect r
violation is willful. Section 2.204 sets must be exercised in determining the Commission consditation is warranted;
out the procedures for h, suing a Demand severity levels of the violations and the and
for Information (Demand) to a licensee appmpriate enforcement sanctions, (10) Any proposed enforcement action
or other person subject to the on which me Commission ads to W

"'$"p'rm mi.,.d .n rorcement .cnon~ ..$ "L'"'Qd('f,Z'y" "
' henCommission's jurisdiction for the ' """ "

purpose of determining whether an ,,

order or other enforcement action vioimion to, pnu,,n) or any order tmed upon a
should be issued. The Demand does not vichuon
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IV, Severity of Violations Supplements I through VH1 provide a repetitive violation will depend on the

Regulatoryrequirements have examples and serve as guidana in circumstances, such as, but not limited
s

varying degrees of safety, safeguards, or determining the appropriate severity
to, the number of times the violation has

level for violations in each of the eight occurred, the similarity of the violations
environmental significance. Therefore,
the relative importance of each activity areas. Ilowever, the examples and their root causes, the adequacy of

are neither exhaustive nor controlling. previous corrective actions, the period
violation, including both the technical in addition, these examples do not of time between the violations, and the
significance and the regulatory create new requirements. Each is significance of the violations,
significance is evaluated as the first step designed to illustrate the significance C. Willful Violationsin the enforcement process. that the NRC places on a particular type Willful violations are by definition ofConsequently, for purposes of formal of violation of NRC requirements. Eachenforcement action, violations are
normally categorized in terms of four of the examples in the supplements is panicular concern to the Commission

levels of severity to show their relative predicated on a violation of a regulatory because its regulatory program is basedon licensees and their contractors,
importance within each of the following requirement. employees, and agents acting withThe NRC reviews each case being
eight activity areas: considered for enforcement action on its integrity and communicating with

h,".p**c'g$y(ds,''$on.
own merits to ensure that the severity of candor. Willful violations cannot be
a violation is characterized at the level

tolerated by either the Commission or a
Ill Safeguar best suited to the significance of the licensee. Licensees are expected to take
IV. Health Physics;
V. Transportation; particular violation. In some cases, significant remedial action in

responding to willful violations
VI. Fuel Cycle and Materials Operations; special circumstances may warrant an commensurate with the circumstancesVII. Miscellaneous Matters; and adjustment to the severity level

such that it demonstrates theVIII. Emergency Preparedness. categorization. seriousness of the violation thereby
Licensed activities will be placed in A. Aggmgation of ViolatJons creating a deterrent effect within the

.

the activity area most suitable in light of
the particular violation involved A group of Severity IAvel W licensee'sorganization. Although

including activities not directly covered violations may be evaluated in the
removal of the person is not necessarily

by one of the above listed areas, e.g., aggregate and assigned a single, required, substantial disciplinary action

export license activities. Within each increased severity level,thereby is expected.

activity area Severity LevelI has been resulting in a Severity Level Ill problem. Therefore, the severity level of a

assigned to violations that are the most if the violations have the same violation may be increased if the

significant and Severity Level N underlying cause or pmgrammatic circumstances surrounding the matter

violations are the least significant. deficiencies, or the violations involve careless disregard of

Severity Level I and 11 violations are of contributed to or were unavoidable
requirements, deception, or other
indications of willfulness. The term

very significant regulatory concern. In consequenas of the underlying " willfulness" as used in this policy
general, violations that are included in problem. Normally, Severity Level II embraces a spectrum of violations
these severity categories involve actual and 111 violations are not aggregated into

or high potential impact on the public. a higher severity levet ranging from deliberate intent to violate

Severity Imvel III violations are cause The purpose of aggregating violations or falsify to and including careless
for significant regulatory concern. is to focus the licensee's at'ention on the disregard for requirements. Willfulness
Severity Level IV violations are less fundamental underlying causes for does not include acts which do not rise

to the level of careless disregard, e.g.,
serious but are of more than mifior which enforcement action appears
concern; i.e., if left uncorrected, they warranted and to reflect the fact that inadvertent clerical errors in a

could lead to a more serious concern. several violations with a common cause document submitted to the NRC. In
The Commission recognizes that there may be more significant collectively determining the specific severity level

are other violations of minor safety or than individually and may therefore, of a violation involving willfulness,

environmental concern which are below warrant a more substantial enforcement consideration will be E ven to such
l

factors as the position andthe level of significance of Severity action.
LevelIV violations. These minor responsibilities of the person involved

in the violation (e.g., licensee official *violations are not the subject of formal B. Repetitive Violats.ons

enforcement action and are not usually The severity level of a Severity Level or non-supervisory employee), the
described in inspection reports. To the IV violation may be increased to significance of any underlying violation,
extent such violations are described, Severity LevelIII,if the violation can be the intent of the violator (i.e., careless
they are noted as Non-Cited Violations.* considered a repetitive violation.1 The disregard or deliberatoness), and the

Comparisons of significance between purpose of escalating the severity level economic or other advantage,if any,

activity areas are inappropriate. For of a repetitive violation is to gained as a result of the violation. The
example,the immediacy of any hazard acknowledge the added significance of relative weight given to each of these
to the public associated with Severity the situation based on the licensee's
Level I violations in Reactor Operations failure to implement effective corrective *The term "licensa official" as used in this

is not directly comparable to that action for the previous violation. The Pohey ''*tarnant mann nuonnuupein a
ebon, a heennd individual. u dianon urety

associated with Severity LevelI decision to escalate the severity level of 'Mc*r. or an euthorized user of licensed material
violations in Facility Construction. whether or not listed on a hcenu. Notwithstanding

'The term " repetitive violation" or "similar an individual's job title. severity level

8 The term " requirement" as used in this policy violation" as used in this policy staternent means categorization for willful acts involving individuals

means a legally binding requirement such as a e violation that reasonably could have been who can ta considered licensee c!ncials will

stat ute, regulation, license conditlon, technical prevented by a licensee's c.orrective action for a
consider wveral factors including the position of

spec!Lcation, or order. previous violatlon normauy occurring (1) within the individual relative to the licensee's

* A Non. Cited Violation (NCV)la a violation that the past 2 yurs of the inspection at issue. or (2) the organizathonal structure and the individual's
has not been formalized into a to CF'E 2.201 Notice period within the last two inspections, whichever responsibilities relative to the oversight of licensed

activities and to the use of licensed rnatertal.
of Violatlon. is longer.
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factors in arriving at the appropriate is not held, the licensee will normally is a matter of public record, such as an
severity level will be dependent on the be requested to provide a written adjudicatory decision by the
circumstances of the violation. response to an inspection report, if Department of labor. In addition, with
However, if a licensee refuses to correct issued, as to the licensee's views on the the approval of the Executive Director
a minor violation within a reasonable apparent vioktions and their root for Operations, conferences will not be
time such that it willfully continues, the causes and a description of planned or open to the public where good cause has
violation should be categorized at least implemented corrective action. been shown after balancing the benellt
at a Severity Level IV. During the predecisional enforcement of the public observation against the

c nference, the limnsee, vendor, or potentlalimpact on the agency'sD. Violations of Reponing Requirements other persons will be given an enforcement action in a particular case.
The NRC expects licensees to provide opportunity to provide information As soon as it is determined that a

complete, accurate, and timely consistent with the purpose of the conference willbe_open to public
information and reports. Accordingly. conference, including an explanation to observation, the NRG will notify the ,

unless otherwise categorized in the the NRC of the immediate corrective licensee that the conference will be
'

Supplements, the severity level of a actions (if any) that were taken oPen to public observation as part of the
violation involving the failure to make following identification of the potential agency's trial program. Consistent with
a required report to the NRC will be violation or nonconformance and the the agency's policy on open meetings,
based upon the significance of and the long-term comprehensive actions that " Staff Meetings Open to Public "
circumstances surrounding the matter were taken or will be taken to prevent Published September 20,1994 (59 FR
that should have been reported. recurrence. Licensees, vendors, or other 48340), the NRC intends to announce
flowever, the severity level of an persons will be told when a meeting is OPen conferences normally at least to
untimely report,in contrast to no report, a predecisional enforcement conference. working days in advance of conferences
may be reduced depending on the A predecisional enforcement through (1) notices posted in the Public
circumstances surrounding the matter, conference is a meeting between the Document Room,(2) a toll-free
A licensee will not normally be cited for NRC and the licensee. Conferences are telephone mcording at 800-952-4674,
a failure to report a condition or event normally held in the regional offices and (3) a toll-free electronic bulletin
unless the licensee was actually awar* and are not norrnally open to public board at 800452-9678. In addition, the
of the condition or event that it failed observation. However, a trial program is NRC will also issue a press release and
to report. A licensee will, on the other being conducted to open approximately notify appropriate State liaison officers
hand, normally be cited for a failure t 25 percent of all eligible conferences for that a predecisional enforcement
report a condition or event if the public observation, i.e., every fourth conference has been scheduled and that
licensee knew of the information to be eligible conference involving one of it is open to public observation.
reported, but did not recognize that it three categories of licensees (reactor, The public attending open
was required to make a report. hospital, and other materials licensees) conferences under the trial program may

V. Predecisional Enforcement will be oper to the public. Conferences observe but not participate in the

Conferences will not normally be open to the public conference. It is noted that the purpose
Whenever the NRC has learned of the if the enforcement action being of conducting open conferences under

d. the trial program is not to maximize
existence of a potential violation for C"t7,Iag3) ,l be taken against an public attendance, but rather to
which escalated enforcement action individual, or if the action, though not determine whether providing the public ,:

appears to be warranted, or recurring taken against an individual, turns on with opportunities to be informed of <

nonconformance on the part of a whether an individual has committed NRC octivities is compatible with the .

vendor, the NRC may provide an doing. NRC's ability to exercise its regulatory |

wronknvolves significant personnel and safety responsibilities. Therefore, |
opportumty for a predecisional (2)
enforcement conference with the failures where the NRC has requested membe s of the public will be allowed ,

licensee, vendor, or other person before that the individual (s) involved be access to the NRC regional offices to ,

taking enforcement action. The purpose present at the t.onference; attend open enforcement conferences in '

of the conference is to obtain (3)is based on the findings of an NRC accordance with the " Standard |information that will assist the NRC in Office ofInvestigations report; or Operating Procedures For Providing )determining the appropnate (4) Involves safeguards information, Security Support For NRC Hearir.gs And
enforcement action, such as:(1) A Privacy Act information, or information Meetings," published November 1,1991
common understanding of facts, root which could be considered proprietary; (56 FR 56251). These procedures
causes and missed opportunities In addition, coclerences will not provide that visitors may be subject to l

associated with the apparent violations, normally be openio the public if: personnel screenirg, that signs, banners,
(2) a common understanding of (5) The conference involves medical posters, etc., not larger than 18" be
corrective action taken or planned, and misadministrations or overexposures permitted, and that disruptive persons
(3) a common understanding of the and the conference cannot be conducted may be removed.
significance ofissues and the need for without disclosing the exposed Mernbers of the public attending open
lasting comprehensive corrective action. individual's name; or conferences will be reminded that (1)

If the NRC concludes that it has (6) The conference will be conducted the apparent violations discussed at
sufficient information to make an by telephone or the conference will be predecisional enforcement conferences
informed enforcement decision, a conducted at a relatively small are subject to further review and may be
conference will not normally be held licensee's facility. subject to change prior 1o any resulting
unless the licensee requests it liowever, Notwithstandmg meeting any of these enforcement action and (2) the
an opportunity for a conference will criteria, a conference may still be open statements of views or expressions of
normally be provided before issuing an if the conference involves issues re.ated opinion made by NRC employees at
order based on a violation of the rule on to an ongoing adjudl.mtory proceeding predecisional enforcement conferences.
Deliberate Misconduct or a civil penalty with one or more interrenors or w here or the lack thereof, are not intended to
to an unlicensed person. If a conference the evidentiary basis for the conference represent final determinations or beliefs.
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Persons attending open conferences will to be under oath. Normally, responses management involvement in licensed
be provided an opportunity to submit under oath will be required only in activities and a decrease in protection of
written comments concerning the trial connection with Severity level 1,11, or the public he-Ith and safety,
program anonymously to the regional 111 violations or orders.
office Thesecommentswillbe The NRC uses the Notice of Violation 1. Base Civil Penalty

subsequently forwarded to the Director as the usual method for formalizing the The NRC imposes different levels of
of the Office of Enforcement for review existence of a violation. Issuance of a penalties for different severity level
and consideration. Notice of Violation is normally the only violations and different classes of

when needed to protect the public enforcement action taken, except in licensees, vendors, and other persons.
health and safety or common defense cases where the criterirfor issuance of Tables 1A and IB show the base civil
and security, escalated enforcement civil penalties and orders, as set forth in penalties for various reactor, fuel cycle,
action, such as the issuance of an Sections VI.B and VI.C. respectively, are materials, and vendor programs. (Civil
immediately effective order, will be met. Ilowever, special circumstances penalties issued to indiv! duals are
taken before the conference. In these regarding the violation findings may determined on a case-by-case basis.) The
cases, a conference may be held after the warrant discretion being exercised such structure of these tables generally takes
escalated enforcement action is taken, that the NRC refrains from issuing a into account the gravity of the violation

I 8 Primary considerati n and the iVI. Enforcement Actions
*]D P*Y '' * **' " ''YIt a on of nfo e nct o .")

This section describes the in addition, licensees are not ordinarily
enforcement sanctions available to the cited for violations resulting from [o *

gn t uct ra |
NRC and specifies the conditions under matters not within their control, such as j" "which each may be used.The basic equipment failures that were not

n8e9u nces P at d licenseeenforcement sanctions are Notices of avoidable by reasonable licensee quality emP oyees receive higher civillViolation, civil penalties, and orders of assurance measures or management
various types. As discussed further in controls. Generally, however, licensees Penalties. Regarding t,he secondary

factor iability of vanous classes ofSection VI.D. related administrative are held responsible for the acts of their licensees to pay the civil penalties, it is
actions such as Notices of empi s. Accordingly,this policy n t the NRC s intention that theNonconformance, Notices of Deviation, shoul ot be construed to excuse

economic impact of a civil penalty be soConfirmatory Action Letters, Letters of personnel errors. severe that it puts a licensee out ofReprimand, and Demands for
Information are used to supplement the B. Civil Penolty business (orders, rather than civil

enforcement program. In selecting the A civil penalty is a monetary penalty Penalties, are used when the intent is to
enforcement sanctions or administrative that may be imposed for violation of(1) suspend or terminate licensed activities)
actions, the NRC will consider certain specified licensing provisions of or adversely affects a licensee's ability
enforcement actions taken by other the Atomic Energy Act or to safely conduct licensed activities, j

Federal or State regulatory borlies supplementary NRC rules or orders; (2) The deterrent effect of civil penalties is
best served when the amounts of thehaving concurrent jurisdiction, such as any requirement for which a license

in transportation matters. Usually. may be revoked; or (3) reporting Penalties take into account a licensee's
whenever a violation of NRC requirements under section 206 of the ability to pay,in detenntning the

y Reorganization Act. Civil amount of civil penalties for licenseesrequirements of more than a minor
Enebties are desi ned to deter futurefor whom the tables do not reflect theconcern is identified, enforcement pen

action is taken. The nature and extent of violations both b the involved licensee ability to pay or the gravity of the
violation, the NRC will consider asthe enforcement action is intended to as well as by oth r licensees conducting

reflect the seriousness of the violation simila' activities and to emphasize the necessary an increase or decrease on a |
involved. For the vast majority of need for licensees to identify violations case-by-case basis. Normally,if a

licensee can demonstrate financial :violations, a Notice of Violation or a and take prompt comprehensive
Notice of Nonconformance is the normal corrective action. hardship, the NRC will consider |

action. Civil penalties are considered for Payments over time, including interest,
'

. Severity level 111 violations. In addition, rather than reducing the amount of the
A. Notice of Violats.on Civil enalty. Ilowever, where a licenseecivil penalties will normally be assessed P

A Notice of Violation is a written for Severity level I and 11 violations and claims financial hardship, the licensee
notice sesing forth one or more knowing and conscious violations of the will normally be required to address
violations af a legally binding reporting requirements of section 206 of why it has sufficient resources to safely

.

I

requirement. rhe Notice of Violation the Energy ReorEanization Act. conduct licensed activities and pay |

normally requira the recipient to Civil penalties are used to encourage license and inspection fees. '

provide a written statement describing prompt identification and prompt and 2. Civil Penalty Assessment
l(1) the reasons for ths violation or, if comprehensive conection of violations,

contested, the basis for disputing the to emphasize compliance in a manner In an effort to (1) emphasize the j
violation; (2) corrective steps that have that deters future violations, and to importance of adherence to
been taken and the results achieved;(3) serve to focus licensees * attention on requirements and (2) reinforce prompt
corrective steps that will be taken 1o violations of significant regulatory self-identification of problems and root

causes and prompt and comprehensiveprevent recurrence; and (4) the date concern.
when full compliance will be achieved. Although management involvement, correction of violations, the NRC
The NRC may waive all or portions of direct or indirect, in a violation may reviews each proposed civil penalty on
a written response to the extent relevant lead to an increase in the civil penalty, its own merits and, after considering all
information has already been provided the lack of management involvement relevant circumstances, may adjust the
to the NRC in writing or documented in may not be used to mitigate a civil base civil p malties shown in Table 1A
an NRC inspection report. The NRC may penalty. Allowing mitigation in the and 1B for Severity LevelI. II, and 111
require responses to Notices of Violation latter case could encourage the lack of violations as described below.
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% dvil penalty assessment pmcess whether b licensee's corrective actions each violation or problem, obsent the

considers four decisional points: (s) are prompt and cornprehensive; and (d) exordse of discretion,is limited to one
Whether the licensee has had any whether,in view of all the of the fo!!owing three resuks: no dvil

previous escalated enforcement action daruinstanas, the matter in question Penalty, a base civil penalty. or a base

(regardless of the activity area) during rpquires the exercies of discretion. dvil penalty escalated by 100% %
flow chart presented below is a graphic

the past 2 years or past 2 inspections. Although each of these decisional
F* Presentation of the dvil penalty

whicheveris longer;(b) whether the points may have several associated

licensee should be given credit for considerations for any given mee, the assessment process.

actions related to identification:(c) outcarne of the assessment pra : for -- caos rose ew

|
:

|
,

|

-
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o. Initial escolored oction. When the (i) Whether the problem requiring lic nsee credit irr actions sel:ted to
NRC determines that a non-willful corrective action was NRC identified, identification normally should consider
Severity level III violation or problem licensee-identified, or revealed through the ease of discovery, whether the event
has occurred, and the licensee has not an event;' occurred as the result of a licensee self-
had ony previous escalated actions (ii) Whether prior opportunities monitoring effort (i.e., whether the
(regardless of the activity area) during existed to identify the problem requiring licensee was "looking for the problem"), I

the past 2 years or 2 inspections, corrective action, and if so, the age and the degree oflicensee initiative in
whichever is longer, the NRC will number of those opportunities; identifying the problem or problems
consider whether the licensee's (iii) Whether the problem was requiring corrective action, and whether
corrective action for the present revealed as the result of a licensee self- prior opportunities existed to identify
violatbn or problern is reasonably monitoring effort such as conducting an the problem.
prompt and comprel.ensive (see the audit, a 'est, a surveillance, a design Any of these considerations may be
discussion under Section VLB.2.c, review, or troubleshooting: overriding if particularly noteworthy or
below). Using 2 years as the basis for (iv) For a problem revedled through particularly egregious. For example,if
assessment is expected to cover most an event, the ease of disce,very, and the the event ocx:urred as the result of
situations, but considering a slightly degree of licensee initia'.ve in conducting a surveillance or similar
longer or shorter period might be identifying the root caux .3f the estf-monitoring effort (i.e.. the licensee

warranted based on the circumstances problem and any aductated violations: was looking for the problem), the
of a particular case.The starting point (v) For NRC-identified issues, whether licensee should normally be given credit

of this period should be considered the the licensee would likely have for identification. As a second instance,
identified the issue in the same time- even if the problem was easilydate when the licensee was put on

notice of the need to take corrective Period if the NRC had not been discovered (e.g., revealed by a large spill

action. For a licensee-identified involved; ofliquid), the NRC may choose to give
violation or an event, this would be (vi) For NRC-identified issues, credit because noteworthy licensee

whether the licensee should have effort was exerted in feneting out thewhen the licensee is aware that a identified the issue (and taken action) root cause and associated violatforts, orproblem or violation exists requiring earher; and simply because no prior opportunitiescorrective action. For en NRC-identified (vil) For cases in which the NRC (e.g . Procedural cautions, post-violation, the startin point would be identifies the overall problem requiring maintenance testing, quality controlwhen the NRC puts t e licensee on c rrective action (e.g.. a programmatic failures, readily observable parameternotice, which could be during the issue), the degree of h,censee initiative trends, or repeated or locked-ininspection, at the inspection exit or lack of initiative in identifying the annunc!ator warnings) existed tomeeting, or as part of post-inspection Problem or problems requiring identify theproblem.communication. corrective action. (iii) NRC-Identified. When a problemIf the corrective action is judged to be
(2) Although some cases may consider requiring corrective action is NRC-

prompt and comprehensive, a Notice of all of the above factors, the impottance identified, the decision on whether toshould be issued
Violation normall[ civil penalty. If theof each factor will vary based on the give the licensee credit for actionswith no associate
corrective action is judged to be less type of case as discussed in the related to identification should
than prompt and comprehensive, the following general guidance: normally be based on an additional

(i) Licensee-Identified. Vhen a
Problem requiring correct}ive action isquestion: should the licensee haveNotice of Violation normally should be

reasonably identified the problem (andissued with a base civil penalty. licensee-identified (i.e., identified taken action) earlier?b. Creditfor actions reloted to
identification. (t) If a Severity Level 1 or af re the problem has resulted in an In most cases, this reasoning may be
11 violation or a willful Severity Level 111 event), the NRC should normally give based simply ca the ease of the NRC

the licensee credit for actions related to inspector's discovery (e.g., conducting aviolation has occurred-or if, during the
past 2 years or 2 inspections, whichever ider.tification, regardless of whether walir down, observing in the control

is longer, the licensee has been issued Prior opportunities existed to identify room, performing a confirmatory NRC

at least one other escalated action-the the problem. radiation survey, hearing a cavitating
(iilldentified Through an Event: pump, or finding a valve obviously outcivil penalty assessment should When a problem requiring corrective of position). In some cases, thenormally consider the factor of

identification in addition to corrective action i,s identified through an event, licensee's missed opportunities to
action (see the discussion under Section the decision on whether to give the identify the problem might include a
VI.B.2.c. below). As to identification, similar previous violation, NRC or
the NRC should consider whether the '^" ~',""''h"m~dN "e""Q*f| "' industry notices, internal audits, or

,c , d
licensee should be given credit for equipment or personnet, readily obvious by human readily observable trends.
actions related to identification. observation or instrumentation, or (21 e radiological If the NRC identifies the violation but

in each case, the decision should be impact on personnet or the environment in excess concludes that, under the
focused on identification of the problem of reguistory limits. such n an ovuuposure. * circumstances, the licensee's cctions

* * '"
requiring corrective action. In other * * " , C[," "* [ '", related to Identification were not

, ,, p

words, although giving credit for eq,ipment toiture discovered throush a sriti or unreasonable, the matter would be

Identificatica and Corrective Action liquid. a loud noise. the failure to have a system treated as licensee-identified for
should be separate decisions, the respond property, or an annunciator alarm would purposes of assessing the civil penalty.

'"' '
concept ofIdentification presumes that [c"[d,",Y,,*",'h s dbc'Edn*'"revN'" l t n in such cases, the question of
the identifier recognizes the existence of similarly, if a licensee discovered, through Identification credit shifts to whether
a problem, and understands that quarterly dosimetry readings. that ernr>toyees had the licensee shoud be penalimd for
corrective action is needed. The ban inedguaiety moniimed for rA tion. the NRC's identification of the problem.

(iv) Miwd Identification. For "miwd"decision on Identification requires j'denENhoweUr Nhe a
'" "

.
dosi e ry adings :dentification situations b e., where,

considering all the circumstances of disclor,ed an overeuposure the issue would be
identification including: consid, ired an event. multiple violations nist, some NRC-
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identified some licensee-identified, or The evaluation cf missed Regardless e f other circum.tinces*

where the NRC prompted the licensee to opportunities should normally depend (e.g., past enforcement history,
take action that resulted in the on whether the information available to identification), the licensee's corrective
identification of the violation), the the licensee should reasonably have actions should always be evaluated as
NRC's evaluation should normally caused action that would have part of the civil penalty assessment
determine whether the licensee could prevented the violation. Missed process. As a reflection of the
reasonably have been expected to opportunities is normally not applied importance given to this factor, an NRC
identify the violation in the NRC's where the licensee appropriately judgment that the licensee's corrective
absence.This determination should reviewed the opportunity for action has not been prompt and
consider, among other things, the timing applict. tion to its activities and comprehensive will always result in
of the NRCs discovery, the information reasonable action was either taken or issuing at least a base civil penalty.
avsilable to the licensee that caused the planned to be taken within a reasonable in assessing this factor, considstation

NRC concern, the specificity of the time, will be given to the timeliness of the

NRC's concern, the scope of the In some situations the missed corrective action (including the
licensee's efforts, the level of licensee opportunity is a violation in itself. In promptness in developing the schedule
resources given to the investigation, and these cases, unless the missed for long term corrective action), the
whether the NRC's path of analysis had opportunity is a Severity LevelIII adequacy of the limneee's root cause

been dismissed or was being pursued in violation in itself, the missed analysis for the violation, and, given the

parallel by the licensee. Opportunity violation may be grouped significance and complexity of the
with the other violations into a single issue,the comprehensiveness of the

h some cases, the licensee may have
addressed the isolated symptoms of Seventy level Ill " Problem." liowever, corrective action (i.e., whether the

have identified IIthe missed opportunity is the only action is focused narrowly to the

each violation (and nabi to recognizevi lation, then it should not normally be specific violation or broadly to the.

the violations), but fall c unted twice (i.e., both as the violation 8eneral area of concern). Even in cases
the common root cause and taken the and as a missed opportunity " double when the NRC, at the time of the
necessary comprehensive action. Where counting ) unless the number of enforcement conference, identifies
this is true, the decision on whether to
give licensee credit for actions related to Opportunities missed was particularly additional peripheral or minor

corrective action still to be taken, thesi nificant.
,

Iidentification should focus on ~k "E " " " ' ' """D "*** **N B V'" t M sama,8identification of the problem requiring should also be considered. While a rigid as long as the licensee,s actions
corrective action (e.g., the programmatic time. frame is unnecessary, a 2 year addressed the underlying root cause and
breakdown). As such, depending on the ,

chronology of the various violations, the fen d should generall be considered
are considered sufficient to prevent

r C n5istenCY n imp ementation, as recunence of the violation and similari
earliest of the individual violations ecung mlaMy cunent violations.en

onsidered missed
might be c. ties for the licensee to haveperformance. Normally, the ,udgment of theJ
opportum (3) When the NRC determines that the adequacy of corrective actions will
identified the larger problem. licensee should receive credit for hinge on whether the NRC had to take

(v) Missed Opportunities to Identify. actions atlated to Identification, the action to focus the licensee's evaluative
,

Missed opportunities include prior civil penalty assessment should and corrective process in order to obtain
notifications or missed opportunities to normally result in either no civil compiehensive corrective action. This*

identify or prevent violations such as (1) penalty or a base civil penalty, based on will normally be judged at the time of
through normal surveillances, audits, or whether Correc'ive Action is judged to* the enformment conference (e.g., by<

quality assurance (QA) activities: (2) be reasonably prompt and outlining substantive additional areas
through prior notice i.e., specific NRC or comprehensive. When the licensoe is where corrective action is needed).
Industry notification or (3) through not given cre lit for actions . elated to Earlier informal discussions between
other reasonable indication of a identification, the civil penalty the licensee and NRC inspectors or
potential problem or violation, such as assessment should normally result in a management may result in improved
observations of employees and Notice of Violation with either a base corrective action, but should not
contractors, and failure to take effective civil penalty or a base civil penalty normally be a basis to deny credit for
corrective steps. It may include findings escalated by 100% depending on the Corrective Action. For cases in which
of the NRC, the licensee, or industry quality of Corrective Action, because the the licensee does not get credit for
made at other facilities operated by the licensee's performance is clearly not actions related to Identification because
licensee where it is reasonable to expect acceptable. the NRC identified the problem, the
the licensee to take action to identify or c. Creditforprompt and assessment of the licensee *s corrective
prevent similar problems at the facility comprehensive corrective action. The action should begin from the time when
subject to the enforcement action at purpose of the Corrective L. tion factor the NRC put the licensee on notice of
issue. In assessing this factor, is to encourage licensees to (1) take the the problem. Notwithstanding eventual
consideration will be given to, among immediate actions necessary upon good comprehensive corrective action, if
other things, the opportunities available discovery of a violation that will restore immediate corrective action was not
to discover the violation, the ease of safety and compliance with the license, taken to restore safety and compliance
discovery, the similarity between the regulation (s), or other requirement (s); once the violation was identified, I

violation and the notification, the and (2) develop and implement (in a corrective action would not be |

period of time between when the timely manner) the lasting actions that considered prompt and comprehensive.-

violation occurred and when the will not only prevent recurrence of the Corrective action for violations _

notification was issued, the action taken violation at issue, but will be involving discrimination should
(or planned) by the licensee in response appropriately comprehensive, given the nonnally only he considered
to the notification, and the level of significance and complexity of the comprehensive if the licensee takes
management review that the notification visation, to prevent occurrence of prompt, comprehensive corrective
received (or should have received). violations with similar root causes. action that (1) addresses the broader

i
i

|

|
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environment for raising safety concerr.s correction of tn improperly con;tructed willfulnxs2. OtNewise, a pri:r
in the workplace, and (2) provides a safety-related system or component; or opportunity for a hearin8 on the order

remedy for the particular discrimination (11.) The licensee's quality assurance is afforded. For cases in which the NRC

at issue. program implementation is not adequate believes a basis could reasonably exist
d. Eierrise of discretion. As provided to provide confidence that construction for not taking the action as proposed,

in Section Vil, " Exercise of Discretion," activities are being properly carried out; the licensee will ordinarily be afforded
disc'retion may be exercised by either (c) When the licensee has not an opportunity to show why the order

escalating or mitigating the amount of responded adequately to other should not be issued in the proposed

the civil penalty determined after enforcement action manner by way of a Demand for

applying the civil penalty adjustment (d) When the licensee interferes with information. (See to CFR 2.204)
factors to ensure that the proposed civil the conduct of an inspection or D. Reloted administrofive actions. In

penalty reflects the NRC's concem investigation; or addition to the formal enforcement

regarding the violation at issue and that (e) For any reason not mentioned actions, Notices of Violation, civil
above for which license revocation is penalties and orders, the NRC also uses

it conveys the appropriate message to
the licensee. However, in no instance legally authorized. admmistrative actions, such as Notices

Suspensions may apply to all or part of Deviation Notices of
,

will a civil penalty for any one violation of the licensed activity. Ordinarily, a Nonconformance. Confirmatory Action
exceed $100.000 per day. liccased activity is not suspended (nor Letters, Letters of Repnmand, and

TABLE 1 A.-Base Civil Penalties is a suspension prolonged) for failure to Demands for Information to supplement
comply with requirements where such its enforcement program. The NRC

a. Power reactors 5100.000 failure is not willful and adequate expects licensees and vendors to adhere
conective action has been taken. to any obligations and commitmentsb. Fuel fabricators, industrial

processors, and independent 3. Revocation Orders may be used: resulting from these actions and will not
spent fuel and morWtored re- (a) When a licensee is unable or hesitate to issue appropriate orders to
trievable storage instabations 25,000 unwilling to comply with NRC ensure that these obligstions and

c. Test reactors, mins and ura- requirements; commitments are met.
nium conversson fac6 ties, (b) When a licensee refuses to correct 1. Notices of Deviation are written
contractors, vendors, waste a violation; notices describing a licensee's failure to
di$posat licensees, and in- (c) When liwnsee does not respond to satisfy a commitment where the
dustnal radiographers .. 10,000 a Notice of Violation where a response commitment involved has not been

d. mseap reactas, aca. was uired: made a legally bmding requirement. A
**'h**(,1 5,000 (d) hen a licensee refuses to pay an Notice of Deviation requests a licensee

applicable fee under the Commission's to provide a written explanation or
$This apphes to nonprofd insttutions not regulations;or statement describing corrective steps

c$r$e*v$ e r Ns (e) For any other reason for which taken (or planned), the results achieved,in -

revocation is authonzed under section and the date when corrective action will
ctan offices. 186 of the Atomic Energy Act (e.g., any be completed.

TABLE 18.-BASE CIVIL PENALTIES condition which would warrant refusal 2. Notices of Nonconformance are
i of a license on an original application). written notices describing vendor's

Base civa pen. 4. Cease and Desist Orders may be failures to meet commitments which
a!!y amount (Per- used to stop an unauthorized activity have not been made legally binding

Seventy level cent of amount that has continued after notification by requirements by NRC. An example is a
listed Table the NRC that the activity is commitment made in a procurement

unauthorized. contract with a licensee as required by

i 100 5. Orders to unlicensed persons, 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix B. Notices of
li _ 80 including vendors and contractors, and Nonconformances request non licensees
ni . 50 employees of any of them,are used to provide written explanations or

when the NRC has identified deliberate statements describing corrective steps
C. Orders. An order is a written NRC misconduct that may cause a licensee to (taken or planned), the results achieved,

directive to modify, suspend, or revoke be in violation of an NRC requirement the dates when corrective actions will
a license; to cease and desist from a or where incomplete or inaccurate be completed, and measures taken to |
given practice or activity; or to take such information is deliberately submitted or preclude recurrence. ,

other action as may be proper (see 10 where the NRC loses its reasonable 3. Confirmatory Action letters are i

CFR 2.202). Orders may also be issued assurance that the licensee will meet letters confirming a licensee's or |
in lieu of, or in addition to, civil NRC requirements with that person vendor's agreement to take certain :

penalttes, as appropriate for Severity involved in licensed activities. actions to 13 move significant concerns |
Level I, II, or 111 violations. Orders may Unless a separate response is about health and safety, safeguards, or ;

be issued as follows: warranted pursuant to 10 CFR 2.201, a the environment.
1. License Modification orders are Notice of Violation need not be issued 4. I.etters of Reprimand are letters

issued when some change in licensee where an order is based on violations addressed to individuals subject to
equipment, procedures, personnel, or described in the order. The violations Commission jurisdiction Identifying a
management controls is necessary. described in an order need not be significant deficiency in their

2. Suspension Orders may be used: categorized by seventy level. performance of licensed activities.
(a) To remove a threat to the public Orders are made effective 5. Demands for Information are

health and safety, common defense and immediately, without prior opportunity demands for information from licensees
security, or the environment; for hearing, whenever it is determined or other persons for the purpose of

(b) To stop facility construction when, that the public health, interest, or safety enabling the NRC to determine whether
(i) Further work could preclude or so requires, or when the order is an order or other enforcement action

significantly hinder the identification or responding to a violation involving should be issued.
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VII. Exercise of Discation (:) Situations when the cxcessive when discretion should be considered

No'twithstanding the normal guidance duration of a problem has resulted in a for departing from the normal approach
substantialincrease in risk; in Section VI.B include but are not

contained in this policy, as provided in (f) Situations when the licensee made limited to the following:
Section III, '' Responsibilities," the NRC a conscious decision to be in 1. Licensee-Identified Severity Level
may choose to exen:ise discretion and noncompliance in order to obtain an IV Violations.The NRC, with the
either escalate or mitigate enforcement economic benefit; or approval of the Regional Administrator
sanctions within the Commission's (g)Casesinvolvingthelossof a or his designee, may refrain from
statutory authority to ensure that the s urce. In addition, unless the lloonsee issuing a Notice of Violation for a
resulting enforcement action self-identifies and reports th.e loss to the Severity LevelIV violation that is
appropriately reflects the level of NRC NRC, these cases should normally result documented in an inspection report (or
concern regarding the violation at issue in a civil enal in an amount at least official field notes for some materialP
and conveys the appropriate message to in the order of e cost of an authorized cases) and described therein as a Non-
g 3; ,,,,- disposal of the material or of the transfer Cited Violation (NCV) provided that the

A. Escalation ofEnfomement Sanctions of the material to an authori ed inspection report includes sLbrief

ne NRC consars violations mcipient. description of the corrective action and
2. Orders.The NRC me.y. where that the violation meets all of the

categorized at Severity Level I,11, or III necessary or desirable, issues orders in following criteria:
to be of si nificant rehulatory concem.conjuncti n with or in lieu of civil (a) It was identified by the licensee,If the appfication of t e normal penalties to achieve or formalize !ncluding identification through an
guidance in this policy does not result c rrective actions and to deter further event;
in an ap riate sanction, with the

recurrence of serious violations. (b)It was not a violation that could
approva ithe appropriate Deputy 3. Daily civil penalties. In order to masonably be expected to have been
Executive Dimctor and consultation recognize the added technical safety prevented by the licensee's correctivewith the EDO and Commission, as signincance or regulatory significance action for a previous violation or a
warranted, the NRC may apply its full f r those cases where a very strong previous licensee finding that occurred
enforcement authority where the action message is warranted for a significant within the past 2 years of the inspection
is warranted. NRC action may include vi lati n that continues for more than at issue, or the period within the last
(1) escalating civil penalties (2) issuing one day, the NRC may exercise two inspections, whichever is longer;
appropriate orders, and (3) assessing discretion and assess a separate (c)It was or will be corrected within
civil penalties for continuing violations vi lation and attendant civil penalty up a reasonable time, by specific corrective
on a per day basis, up to the statute to the statutory limit of $100,000 for action committed to by the licensee by
limit of $100,000 per violation, per y. each day the violation continues.he the end of the inspection, including

1. Civil penalties. Notwithstanding NRC may exercise this discretion if a immediate corrective action and
the outcome of the normal civil penalty licensee was aware or clearly should comprehensive corrective action to
assessment process addressed in Section have been aware of a violation, or if the prevent recurrence;VI.B. the NRC may exercise discretion licensee had an opportunity to identify (d)1t was not a willful violation or ifby either proposing a civil penalty and correct the violation but failed to do it was a willful violation:
whem application of the factors would (1) The information conceming theso.otherwise result in zero penalty or by violation, if not required to be reported,
escalating the amount of the resulting B. Mitigation of Enforcement Sanctions

the base p PP P

h nal g se d ne NRC may exercise discretion and [C p rso e s a e d nt
,j refram, fr m issuing a civil nalty and/ inspector or regional section or branch

proposed civil penalty reflects the or a Notice of Violation,if t e outcome chief-
significance of the circumstances and f the normal process described in lii) The violation involved the acts of
conveys the a ropriate regulatory Section VI.B does not result in a a low-levelindividual(and not a
message to the icensee. Consultation sanction consistent with an appropriate liansee official as defined in Section
with the Commission is required if the regulatory message. In addition, even if IV.C);
deviation in the amount of the civil the NRC exercises this discretion, when (iii) The violation appears to be the

nalt proposed under this discretion the licensee failed to make a required isolated action of the employee without
,

m t e amount of the civil penalty report to the NRC, a separate management involvement and the
assessed under the normal process is enforcement action will normally be violation was not caused by lack of
more than two times the base civil Issued f r the licensee s failure to make management oversight as evidenced by
penalty shown in Tables 1A and IB. a mquired report.The approval of the either a history of isolated willful
Examples when this discretion should Director Office of Enforcement,with violations or a lack of adequate audits
be considered include,but are not c nsultation with the appropriate or supervision of employees; and

limited to the followinfz:ed at SeverityDeputy Executive Director as warranted. (iv) Significant remedial action
(a) Problems categor is rsquired for exercising discretion of commensurate with the circumstances

Level I or U. the type described in Section VII.B.1.b was taken by the licensee such that it
(b) Overexposures, or releases of where a willful violation is involved, demonstrated the seriousness of the

radiological materialin excess of NRC and of the types described in Sections violation to other employees and

c) Situations involving particularly VII.B.2 through V11.B.5. Commission contractors, thereby creating a deterrentuirements;

poor licensee performance, or involving consultation is required for exercising
effect within the licensee's orgart zation.i

discretion of the type described in Although removal of the employee from
willfulness:

(d) Situations when the licensee's
Section VII.B.2 and the approval of the licensed activities is not necessarily

previous enforcement history has been appropriate Deputy Executive Director required, substantial disciplinary action

particularly poor, or when the current
and Commission notification is required is expected.

violation is directly repetitive of an for exercising the discretion of the type 2 Violations identified During
described in Section VII.B.6. Examples Extended Shutdowns or Workearlier violation;
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Stoppages. 'Ibe NRC may refrain from violation was caused by conduct that is action when the licensee has addressed
issuing a Notice of Violation or a not reasonably linked to present the overall work environment for retaingproposed civil penalty for a violation performance (normally, violations that safety concarns and has publicized that
that is identified after (i) the NRC has are at least 3 years old or violations a complaint of discrimination for
taken significant enforcement action occurring during plant construction) engaging in protected activity was made
based upon a major safety event .nd there had not been prior notice so to the DOI. that the matter was settled
contributing to an extended shutdown that the licensee should have reasonably to the satisfaction of the employee (the
of an operating reactor or a material identified the violation earlier. This terms of the specific settlement
licensee (or a work stoppage at a exercise of discretion is to place a agreement need not be posted), and that,
construction site), or (ii) the licensee premium on licensees initiating efforts if the DOL Area Office found
enters an extended shutdown or work to identify and correct subtle violations discrimination, the licensee has taken
stoppage related to generally poor that are not likely to be identified by action to positively reemphasize that
performance over a long period of time, routine efforts before degraded safety discrimination will not be tolerat6d.
provided that the violation is systems are called upon to work. Similarly, the NRC may refrain from
documented in an inspection report (or 4. Violationsidentified Due to taking enforcement action if a licensee
official field notes for some material Previous Escalated Enforcement Action. settles a matter promptly after a person
cases) an 3 that it meets all of the The NRC may refrain from issuing a comes to the NRC without going to the
following criteria: Notice of Violation or a proposed civil DOL Such discretion would normally

(a) It was either licensee-identified as Penalty for a violation that is identified not be exercised in cases in which the
a result of a comprehensive program for after the NRC has taken escalated licensee does not appropriately address
problem identification and correction enforcement action for a Severity Level the overall work environment (e.g., by
that was developed in response to the 11 or III violation, provided that the using training, postings, revised policies
shutdown or identified as a result of an violation is documented in an or procedures, any necessary
employee allegation to the licensee:(If inspection report (or official field notes disciplinary action, etc., to
the NRC identifies the violation and all for some material cases) that includes a communicate its policy against
of the other criteria are met, the NRC description of the corrective action and discrimination) or in cases that involve:
should determine whether enforcement that it meets all of the following criteria: alle8ations of discrimination as a result
action is necessary to achieve remedial (a) It was licensee-identified as part of of providing information directly to the
action, orif discretion may still be the corrective action for the previous NRC, allegations of discrimination

escalated enforcement action; caused by a manager above first-line
ahriate.)is based u n activities of the (b)It has the same or similar root supervisor (consistent with current
licensee rior to t e events leading to cause as the violation for which Enforcement Policy classification of
the shut [own: escalated enforcement action was Severity LevelI or 11 violations),

(c)It would not be categorized at a issued: allegations of discrimination where a
severity level higher than Severity Level (c) It does not substantially change the
gg*. safety synificance or the character of history of findings of discrimination (by

the DOL or the NRC) or settlements(d)It was not willful; and the mgu,latory concern arising out of the
(e) The licensee's decision to restart initial violation; and suggests a programmatic rather than an

the plant requires NRC concurrence. (d) It was or will be corrected, isolated discrimination problem, or
:

3. Violations involving Old Design including immediate corrective action allegations of discrimination which*

Issues.The NRC may refrain from and long term comprehensive corrective appear particularly blatant or egregious.
6. Violations involving Special

proposing a civil penalty for a Severity action to prevent recurrence, within a Circumstances. Notwithstanding the
Level 11 or 111 violation involving a past reasonable time following identification- outcome of the normal civil penalty
problem, such as in engineering, design, 5. Violations involving Certain
or installation, provided that the Discrirmnation Issues. Enforcement

assessment process addressed in Section
VI.D, as provided in Section !!!,

violation is documented in an discretion may be exercised for
inspection report (or official field notes discnmination cases when a licensee

" Responsibilities," the NRC may reduce

for some material cases) that includes a who, without the need for government or refrain from issuing a civil penalty or

description of the corrective action and intervention, identifies an issue of a Notice of Violation for a Severity Level
11 or III violation based on the merits of

that it meets all of the following criteria: discnmination and takes prompt, the case after considering the guidance
(a)It was licensee-identified as a comprehensive, and effective corrective in this statement of policy and such

result of its voluntary initiative; action to address both the particular factors as the age of the violation, the(b)It was or will be corrected, situation and the overall work safety significance of the violation, the
including immediate corrective action environment for raising safety concerns. overall sustained performance of the ;and long term comprehensive corrective Similarly, enforcement may not be licensee has been particularly good, and
action to prevent recurrence, within a warranted where a complaint is filed other relevant circumstances, includingreasonable time following identification with the Department of Labor (DOL) any that may have changed since the
(this action should involve expanding under Section 211 of the Energy violation. This discretion is expected to

i

I

the initiative, as necessary, to identify Reorganization Act of1974,as be exercised only where application of
other failures caused by similar root amended, but the licensee settles the

the normal guidance in the policy iscauses); and matter before the DOL makes an initial unwarranted.(c)It was not likely to be identified finding of discrimination and addresses
.

(after the violation occurred) by routine the overall work environment. C. Exercise o/Discrets.onfor on
licensee efforts such as normal Alternatively,if a finding of Operating Faciff ty
surveillance or quality assurance (QA) discrimination is made, the licensee On occasion, circumstances may arise
activities. may choose to settle the case before the where a licensee's compliance with a

In addition, the NRC may refrain from evidentiary hearing begins. In such Technical Specification (TS) Limitingissuing a Notice of Violation for cases cases, the NRC may exercise its Condition for Operation or with other
that meet the above criteria provided the discretion not to take enforcement license conditions would involve an
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unnecessary pl:nt transient or cxercised with respect to equipment or knowingly, or with careless disregard
performance of testing, inspection, or systems only when it has at leest (i.e., with more than mere negligence)
system realignment that is inappropriate concluded that, notwithstanding the failed to take required actions d.'ch
with the specific plant conditions, or conditions of the license:(1)The have actual or potential safety
unnecessary delays in plant startup equipment or system does not perform significance. Most transgressions of
without a corresponding health and a safety function in the mode in which individuals at the level of Severity level
safety benefit. In these circumstances, operation is to occur:(2) the safety 111 or IV violations will be handled by |

the NRC staff may choose not to enfon:e function performed by the equipment or citing only the facility licensee. |
the applicable TS or other license system is of only marginal safety More serious violations, including l

condition. His enforcement discretion, benefit, provided remaining in the those involving the integrity of an
designated as a Notice of Enforcement current mode increases the likelihood of individual (e.g., lying to the NRC)
Discretion (NOED) will only be an unnecessary plant transient; or (3) concerning snatters within the scope of

1

exercised if the NRC staffis clearly the TS or other license condition the individual's responsibilities, will be i

satisfied that the action is consistent requires a test, inspection or system considered for enforcement action |
'

with protecting the public hoahh and realignment that is inappropdate for the against the individual as well as against
safety. A licensee seeking the issuance particular plant conditions,in that it the facility licensee. Action against the
of a NOED must provide a written does not provide a safety benefit, or individual, however, will not be taken
justification, or in circumstances where may, in fact,be detrimental to safety in if theJmproper action by the individual
good cause is shown, oral justification the particular plant condition. was caused by management failures.
followed as soon as possible by written The decision to exercise enforcement he following examples of situations
justification, which documents the discretion does not change the fact thst illustrate this concept:
safety basis for the request and provides a violation will occur nor does it imply e inadvertent individual mistakes
whatever other information the NRC that enforcement discretion is being resulting from inadequate training or
staff deems necessary in making a exercised for any violation that may guidance provided by the facility
decision on whether or not to issue a have led to the violation at issue. In licensw.
NOED. bach case where the NRC staff haa e inadvertently missing an

The appropriate Regional chosen to issue a NOED, enforcement insignificant procedural requirement
Administrutor, or his or her designee, action will normally be taken for the when the action is routine, fairly
may issue a NOED where the root causes, to the extent violations uncomplicated, and there is no unusual
noncompliance is temporary and were involved, that led to the circumstance indicating that the
nonrecurring when an amendment is noncompliance for which enforcement procedures should be referred to and
not practical. he Director. Office of discretion was used. The enforcement followed step-by-step.
Nuclear Reactor Regulation, or his or action is intended to emphasize that * Compliance with an express
her designee, may issue a NOED if the licensees should not rely on the NRC's direction of management, such as the

expected noncompliance will occur authority to exercise enforcement Shift Supervisor or Plant Manager,
during the brief period of time it discretion as a routine substitute for resulted in a violation unless the
requires the NRC staff to process an compliance or for requesting a license individual did not express his or her
emergency or exigentlicense amendment. concern or objection to the direction.

8 amendment under the provisions of to Finally,it is expected that the NRC * Individual error directly resulting
CFR 50.91(a)(5) or (6).The person staff will exercise enforcement from following the technical advice of
exercising enforcement discretion will discretion in this area infrequently, an expert unless the advice was clearly

document the decision. Although a plant must shut down, unreasonable and the licensed
For an operating plant this exercise of refueling activities may be suspended. Individual should have recognized it as

enforcement discretion is intended to or plant startup may be delayed, absent such.
minimize the potential safety the exercise of enforcement discretion. * Violations resulting from
consequences of unnecessary plant the NRC staff is under no obligation to inadequate procedures unless the
transients with the accompanying take such a step merely because it has individual used a faulty procedure
operational risks and impacts or to been requested. The decision to forego knowing it ras faulty and had not
eliminate testing. inspection, or system enforcement is discretionary. When attempted to get the procedure
realignment which is inappropriate for enforcement discretion is to be corrected.
the particular plant conditions. For exercised,it is to be exercised only if Listed below are examples of

plants in a shutdown condition, the NRC staff is clearly satisfied that situations which could result in
exercising enforcement discretion is such action is warranted from a health enforcement actions involving
intended to reduce shutdown risk by. and safety perspective. Individuals, licensed or unlicensed. If

the actions described in these examplesagain, avoiding testin . Inspection or VIII. Enforcement Actions involving are taken by a licensed operator or takensystem realignment w ich is Individualsinappropriate for the particular plant deliberately by an unlicensed
conditions,in that,it does not provide Enforcement actions involving individual, enforcement action may be !

a safety benefit or may,in fact,be individuals, including licensed taken directly against the individual.
detrimental to safety in the particular operators, are significant personnel However, violations involving willful
plant condition. Exercising enforcement actions, which will be closely controlled conduct not amounting to deliberate
discretion for plants attempting to and judiciously applied. An action by an unlicensed individual in
startup is less likely than exercising it enforcement action involving an these situations may result in ,

for an operating plant, as simply individual will normally be taken only enforcement action against a licensee J
delaying startup does not usually leave when the NRC is satisfied that the that may impact an individual.The ;

the plant in a condition in which it individual fully understood, or should situations include, but are not limited i

could experience undesirable transients. have understood, his or her to, violations that involve:
In such cases, the Commission would responsibility; knew, or should have . Willfully caming a licensee to be in
expect that discretion would be known.the required actions; and violation of NRC requirements.
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. Willfully taking action that would licensee, the NRC recognizes that until certain conditions are satisfied,
have caused a licensee to be in violation judgments will have to be made on a e.g.. completing specified training or
of NRC requirements but the action did case by case basis,in making these meeting certain qualifications.
not do so because it was detected and decisions, the NRC will consider factors . Require notification to the NRC
corrective action was taken. such as the following: before msuming work in licensed

. Recognir.ing a violation of 1.The level of the individual within activities. l

procedural requirements and willfully the organization. * Require the person to tell a
not taking corrective action. 2.The individual's training and Prospective employer or customer

. Willfully defeating alarms which experienm as well as knowledge of the engaged in licensed activities that the
have safety significance. potential consequences of the Person has been subject to an NRC |

order.. Unauthorir.ed abandoning of reactor wrongdoing.
controls. 3.The safety consequences of the In the case of a licensed operator's

. Demliction of duty. misconduct. failure to meet applicable fitness-for-

. Falsifying records requimd by NRC 4. The benefit to the wrongdoer, e.g., duty requirements (10 CFR 55.53(j)), the
regulatior.s or by the facility license. 3,,rsonal or corporate gain. NRC may issue a Notice of Violation or

a civil penalt3 o the Part 55 licensee,t. Willfully providing, or causing a 5. The degree of t,upervision of the
limnsee to provide, an NRC inspector or individual,i.e., how closily is the or an order to suspend, modify, or
investigator with inaccurate or individual monitored or audited, and revoke the Part 55 license. These actions
incomplete information on a matter the likelihood of detection (such as a may be takon the first time a licensed
material to the NRC. radiographer working independently in OPerstor falls a dru8 or alcohol test, that

. Willfully withholding safety the field as contrasted with a team is, receives a confirmed positive test
that exceeds the cutoff levels of to CFRsignificant information rather than activityat a power plant).

making such information known to 6. The employer a response, e.g., Part 26 or the facility licensee's cutoff
appropriate supervisory or technical disciplinary action taken. levels, if lower. Ilowever, normally only

a Notice of Violation will be issued forpersonnel in the licensee's organization. 7. The attitude of the wrongdoer, e.g.,
. Submitting false information and as admission of wrongdoing, acceptance of the first confirmed posit,1ve test in the

a result gaining unescorted access to a responsibility. absence of aggravating circumstances
such as errors in the performance ofnuclear power plant. 8. The degree of management

. Willfully providing false data to a responsibility or culpability, licensed duti,es or evidence of prolonged
licensee by a contractor or other person 9. Who identified the misconduct.

use. In addition, the NRC Intends to
who provides test or other services. Any proposed enforcement action issue an order to suspend the Part 55

when the data,affects the licensee's involving individuals must be issued license for up to 3 years the second time
compliance with 10 CFR part 50, with the ccacunence of the appropriate a licensed operator exceeds those cutoff

levels. In the event there are less thanappendix B, or other regulatory Deputy Executive Director.The
requirement. particular sanction to be used should be 3 years remaining in the term of theIndividual s license, the NRC may. Willfully providing false determined on a case-by-case basis.8 c nsider not renewing the individual,scertification that components meet the Notices of Violation and Orders are license or not issuin a new license after

. requirements of their intended use, such examples of enforcement actions that the three year perio is completed. Theas ASME Code.'

may be a propriate against individuals. NRC intends to issue an order to revokee Willfully supplying, by vendors of The adrnfnistrative action of a Letter of, the Part 55 hcense the third time aequipment for transportation of Reprimand may also be considered.In licensed operator exceeds those cutoffradioactive matenal, casks that do not
, addition, the NRC may issue Demands levels. A hcensed operator or applicantcomply with their certificates of

for Information to gather information to who refuses to participate in the dru8
C "hillfully performm.g unauthorized

or other enforcement action should be

ana. enable it to determine whether an order and alcohol testing programse

established by the facility licensee orbypassing of required reactor or other iss d who is involved in the sale, use, orfacility safety systems.
, Orders to NRC-licensed reactorWillfully taking actions that violate possession of an illegal drug is alsoe

TechnicalS ecification Limiting Perators may involve suspension for a subject to license suspension,
Conditions for Operation or other specified period, modification, or revocation,'or denial.rey cation of theirindividuallicenses.
license conditions (enforcement action In addition, the NRC may take

Orders to unlicensed individuals might enforcement action against a licenseefor a willful violation will not be taken
if tha' violation is the result of action include provisions that wculd: that may impact an individual, wheret e Prohibit involvement in NRC the conduct of the individual places intaken following the NRC's decision to

licensed activities for a specified period question the NRC's reasonableforego enforcement of the Technical f time (normall the period of assurance that licensed activities will be
Specification or other license condition suspenstori wou d not exceed 5 years) or properly conducted.The NRC may takeor if the operator meets the
re uirements of 10 CFR 50.54 (x),(i.e., e rcement a n masons dat

'a Excepi for individuals subject to civil penalties would warrant refusal to issue a licenseun ess the operator acted unreasonably under sectioc 206 of the Energy Reorganization Act
considering all the relevant or 1974,.s amended. NRc will not normally impose on an original application. Accordingly,
circumstances surrounding the a civil penalty against an individual. However. appropriate enforcement actions may be
emergency.) pction 234 of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA) gives taken regarding matters that raise issues

Normally, some enforcement action is $'. [ ",'"$',#.' ,g''y*3' of Integrity, competence, fitness-for-"
d I

taken against a licensee for violations section i t s of it. AE A to include individuals. a duty, or other maaers that may not
caused by significant acts of wrongdoing variety or orsanizations. and any representatives or necessarily be a violation of specific
by its employees, contractors, or agents. This gives the Commission authorlty to Commission requirements.
contractors' employees. In deciding par]i h n a vQ 'o'nj In the case of an unlicensed person,'' ' "' "

s whether a firm or an individual, enwhether to issue an enforcement act, ion requiremeni direc,iy imposed on them i,
to an unlicensed person as well as to the commined. order modifyirm the facility license may
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be issued to mquire (1)The removalof action may be taken for an failure to provide significant
the person from alllicensed activities unintentionally incomplete or information. In any event, in serious

for a specified period of time or inaccurate oral statement provided to- cases where the licensee's actions in not
indefinitely, (2) prior notice to the NRC the NRC by a licensee official or others correcting or providing information
before utilizing the person in licensed on behalf of a licensee,if a record was raise questions about its commitment to
activities, or (3) the licensee to provide made of the oralinformation and safety or its fundamental

notice of the issuance of such an order provided to the licensee thereby trustworthiness, the Commission may

to other persons involved in licensed permitting an opportunity to correct the exercise its authority to issue orders
activities making reference inquiries. In oral information, such as if a transcript modifying, suspending, or revoking the
addition, orders to employers might of the communication or meeting license.The Commission recognizes
require retraining, additional oversight, summary containing the error was made that enforcement determinations must
or Independent verification of activities available to the licensee and was not be made on a case-by-case basis, taking

performed b' the person,1f the person subsequently cormcted in a timely into consideration the issues describedy
is to be involved in licensed activities. manner. In this section.

X. Enforcement Action Against Non.IX. Inaccurate and lacomplete i mte in m et tion,
LIC'"****I"I*'"*'I'" the decision toissue a Notice of

A violation of the regulations Violation for the initial inaccurate or The Commission's enforcement policy .

'

involving submittal of incomplete and/ incomplete information normally will is also applicable to non-licensees,
or inaccurate information, whether or be dependent on the circumstances, including employees of licensees, to

not considered a material false including the ease of detection of the contractors and subcontractors, and to

statement, can result in the full range of error, the timeliness of the correction, employees of contractors and ,

i

enforcement sanctions.no labeling of a whether the NRC or the licensee subcontractors, who knowingly provide

communication failure as a material identified the problem with the components, equipment, or other goods

false statement will be made on a case- communication,and whether the NRC or services that relate to a licensee's

by-case basis and will be reserved for relied on the information prior to the activities subject to NRC regulation. The .

1ous violations. Violations correction. Cenerally,if the matter was prohibitions and sanctions for any of I

9invo ving inaccurate or incomplete promptly identified and corrected by these persons who engage in deliberate |

Information or the failure to provide the licensee prior to reliance by the misconduct or submission of
significant information identified by a NRC, or before the NRC raised a incomplete or inaccurate information
licensee normally will be categorized question about the information, no are provided in the rule on deliberste |
based on the guidance herein, in Section enforcement action will be taken for the misconduct, e.g., to CFR 30.10 and 50.5.

i

IV," Severity of Violations," and in initialinaccurate or incomplete Vendors of products or services
Supplement Vit information. On the other hand,if the provided for use in nuclear activities are

"Tfie Commission recognizes that oral misinformation is identified after the sub}ect to certain requirements designed

information may in some situations t c NRC relies on it, or after some question to ensure that the products or services

inherently less reliable than written is raised regarding the accuracy of the supplied that could affect safety are of

submittals because of the absence of an information, then some enforcement high quality. Through procurement

opportunity for reflection and action normally will be taken even if it contracts with reactor licensees, vendors;

management review. However, the is in fact corrected. However,if the may be required to have quality
Commission must be able to rely on oral initial submittel was accurate when assurance programs that meet applicable

communications from licensee officials made but later turns out to be erroneous requirements including 10 CFR Part 50,
concerning significant information. because of newly discovered Appendix B, and to CFR Part 71,
herefore,in determining whether to Information or advance in tectmology, a Subpart H. Vendors supplying products
tske enforcement action for an oral citation normally would not be or services to reactor, materials, and 10

CFR Part 71 licensees are subject to thestatement, consideration may be given appropriate if, when the new
to factors such as (1) The degree of information became available or the requirements of 10 CFR Part 21

knowledge that the communicator advancement in technology was made, regardin8 reporting of defects in basic
should have had, regarding the matter, the initial submittal was corrected. components.

in view of his or her position, training, The failure to correct inaccurate or When inspections determine that

and experience:(2) the opportunity and incomplete information which the violations of NRC requirements have

time svallable prior to the licensee does not identify as significant occurred, or that vendors have failed to
fulfill contractual commitments (e.g.,10communication to assure the accuracy normally will not constitute a separate
CFR Part 50, Appendix B) that could

or completeness of the information:(3) violation. However, the circumstances

the degree of intent or negligence, if surrounding the failure to correct may adversely affee the quality of a safety i

any, involved:(4) the formality of the be considered relevant to the significant product or service,

communication;(5) the reasonableness determination of enforcement action for enforcement action will be taken.
of NRC reliance on the information:(6) the initial inaccurate or incomplete Notices of Violation and civil penalties

the importance of the information statement. For example, an will be used, as appropriate, for licensee

which was wrong or not provided: and unintentionally inaccurate or failures to ensure that their vendors

(7) the reasonableness of the incomplete submission may be treated have programs that meet applicable

explanation for not providing complete as a more severe matter if the licensee requirements. Notices of Vioistion will

and accurate information. later determines that the initial be issued for vendors that violate 10

Absent at least careless disregard, an submittal was in error and does not CFR Part 21. Civil penalties will be

incomplete or inaccurate unsworn oral correct it or if there were clear imposed against individual directors or
statement normally will not be subject opportunities to identify the error If responsible officers of a vendor

to enforcement action unless it involves information not corrected was organization who knowingly and

significant information provided by a recognized by a licensee as significant, consciously fail to provide the notice
licensee official. However, enforcement a separate citation may be made for the required by la CFR 21.21(b)(1). Notices
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of Nonconformance will be used for able to perform its intended safety 3. Insttentiveness to duty on the part
vendors which fall to meet functionu when actually called upon to oflicensed personnel:
commitments related to NRC activities. work: 4. Changes in reactor parameters that

3. An accidentalcriticalit ;or cause unanticipated reductions inXL Referrals to the Department of 4. A licensed operator at e controls margins of safety:
of a nuclear reactor, or a senior operator 5. A significant failure to meet the

Alleged or suspected criminal directing licensed activities, involved in requirements of to CFR 50.59, including
violations of the Atomic Energy Act procedural errors which result in, or a failure such that a required license
(and of other relevant Federal laws) are expcerbate the consequences of, an alert amendment was not sought:
referred to the Department of Justloa or higher level emergency and who, as 6. A licensee failure to conduct
(DOJ) for investigation, Referral to the a result of subsequent testing, receives adequate oversight of vendors resulting
DOJ does not preclude the NRC from a confirmed positive test result for drugs in the use of products or services that
taking other enforcement action under or alcohol. are of defective or indeterminate qualitythis poh,cy. Ilowever, enforcement B. Severity Level ll-Violations and that have safety significance-
actions will be coordinated with the involving for example: 7. A breakdown in the control of

*

, . A system designed to prevent or licensed activities involvinDOJ in accordance with the 1

Memorandum of Understandm, g mitigate senous safety events not bemg of violations that are' relatek (a numberor ifbetween the NRC and the DOJ,53 FR able to perform its intended safety isolated, that are recurring violations)50317 (December 14,1988). fu o
need operator involved in the that collectively represent a potentially

use, sale, or possession of illegal drugs significant lack of attention orXIL Public Disclosure of Enforcement
carele.sness toward licensedActions e the consumption of alcoholic

Enforcement actions and licensees werages, within the protected area; or respons1bilities; or

responses,in accordance with to CFR 3. A licensed operator at the control 8. A h, censed operator's confirmed

2.790, are publicly available for of a nuclear reactor, or a senior operator Positive test for drugs or alcohol that
inspection. In addition, press releases directing licensed activities, involved in does not result in a Seventy LevelI or
are generally issued for orders and civil procedural errors and who, as a result 11 violation.

penalties and are issued at the same of subsequent testing, receives a 9. Equipment failures caused by
time the order or proposed imposition confirmed positive test result for drugs inadequate or improper maintenance
of the civil penalty is issued. In or alcohol. that substantially complicates recovery
addition, press releases are usually C. Severity Level!!!-Violations from a plant transient.
Issued when a proposed civil penalty is involving for example: D. Severity LevelIV Violations
withdrawn or substantially mitigated by 1. A significant failure to comply with involving for example:
some amount. Press releases are not the Action Statement for a Technical 1. A less significant failure to comply

S ecification Limiting Condition for with the Action Statement for a )normally issued for Notices of Violation P
that are not accompanied by orders or Operation where the appropriate action Technical Specification Limiting

,

proposed civil penalties. was not taken within the required time, Condition for Operation where the l

such as: appropriate action was not taken withini XIIL Reopening Closed Enforcement (a)In a pressurized water reactor,in the required time, such as: |
Actions the applicable modes, having one high- (a) In a pressurized water reactor, e

'

If significant new information is pressure safety injection pump 5% deficiency in the required volume of
received or obtained by NRC which moperable for a period in excess of that the condensate storege tank: or
indicates that an enforcement sanction allowed by the action statement; or . (b) In a boiling water reactor, one
was incorrectly applied, consideration (b)In a boiling water reactor, one subsystem of the two independent MSIV
may be given, dependent on the Primary containment isolation valve leakage control subsystems inoperable;
circumstances, to reopening a closed moperable for a period in excess of that 2. A failure to meet the requirements
enforcement action to increase or allowed by the action statement- of 10 CFR 50.59 that does not result in
decrease the severity of a sanction or to 2. A system designed to prevent or a Severity Level 1, II, or III violation;
correct the record. Reopening decisions mitigate a serious safety event: 3. A failure to meet regulatory 1

will be made on a case-by-case basis, are (a) Not being able to perform its requirements that have more than minor ;
intended function under certainexpected to occur rarely, and require the safety or environmental significance; or

specific approval of the appropriate conditions (e.g., safety system not 4. A failure to make a required |

,

Deputy Executive Director. Operable unless offsite power is Licensee Event Report.
'

available; meterials or components not
Supplement 1-Reactor Operations environmentally qualified); or Supplement Il-Part 50 Facility

This supplement provides examples (b) Being degraded to the extent that Construction
of violations in each of the four severity a detailed evaluation would be required This supplement provides examples
levels as guidance in determining the to determine its operability (e.g., of violations in each of the four severity
appropriate severity level for violations component parameters outside levels as guidance in determinin the
in the area of reactor operations. approved limits such as pump flow appropriate severity level for vio ations

A. Severity Level 1-Violations rates, heat exchanger transfer in the area of Part 50 facility
involving for example: characteristics, safety valve lift construction.

1. A Safety Limit, as defined in 10 setpomts. or valve stroke times); A. Severity Level 1-Violations
CFR 50.36 and the Technical nvolving structures or systems that are
Specifications being exceeded; anagerial control systems. as wen as ptysical

, completed o in such a manner that they
,2. A system " designed to prevent or 'YQ , . . _ g

mitigate a serious safety event not being safety function, and is not directed toward a loss "The term " completed" as used in this
of redundancy. A loss of one subsystem does not supplement means completion'of construction

" The term " system" as used in these defeat the intended ufety function as by as the including review and acceptance by the
supplements, induden administrative and other subsystem is operable construction QA organization.
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would not have satisfied their intended able to perform its intended safety considered to be significant while the
|safety related purpose. function when actually called upon to information is outside the protected area

B. Severity Level II-Violations work or and accessible to those not authorized !
involving for example: (c) An accidentalcriticality occurred; access to the protected area: i

1. A breakdown in the Quality 2. The theft, loss, or diversion of a 6. A significant failure to respond to
Assurance (QA) program as exemplified formula quantity H of special nuclear an event either in sufficient time to
by deficiencies in construction QA material (SNM): or provide protection to vital equipment or i

related to more than one work activity 3. Actual unauthorized production of strategic SNM, or with an adequate |

(e.g., structural, piping, electrical, a formula quantity of SNM. response force: I

foundations). These deficiencies B. Sevedty level Il-Violations 7. A failure to perform an appropriate
normally involve the licensee's failure involving for example: evaluation or background investigation
to conduct adequate audits or to take 1.The entry of an unauthorized so that information relevant to the
prompt corrective action on the basis of individual %.ho represents a threat access determination was not obtained
such audits and normally involve into a vital areaa from outside the or considered and as a result a person, l

multiple examples of deficient protected area; who would likely not have been granted )construction or construction of 2.The theft, loss or diversion of SNM access by the licensee,if the required
unknown quality due to inadequate of moderate strategic significance " in investigation or evaluation had been
program implementation; or which the security system did not performed, was granted access: or

2. A structure or system that is function as required; or 8. A breakdown in the security
completed in such a manner that it 3. Actual unauthorized production of program involving a number of
could have an adverse effect on the SNM. violations that are related (or, ifisolated,
safety of operations. C. Severity Level III-Violations that are recurring violations) that

C. Seventy levellII-Violations involving for example: collectively reflect a potentially i

involving for example: 1. A failure or inability to control significant lack of attention or 4

1. A deficiency in a licensee QA access through established syrtams or carelessness toward licensed I

program for construction related to a procedures, such that an unauthodzed responsibilities. I

single work activity (e.g., structural, individual (i.e., not authorized D. Severity Imvel IV-Violations
piping, electrical or foundations). This unescorted access to protected areaJ involving for example:
significant deficiency normally involves could easily gain undetected accesF 1. A failure or inability to control
the licensee's failure to conduct into a vital area from outside the access such that an unauthorized
adequate audits or to take prompt protected area; individual (i.e., authorized to protected
corrective action on the basis of such 2. A failure to conduct ey search at area but not to vital area) could easily
audits, and normally involves multiple the access control point or conducting gain undetected access into a vital area
examples of deficient construction or an inadequate search that resulted in the from inside the protected area or into a
construction of unknown quality due to introduction to the protected area of controlled access area: .

'

inadequate program implementation: firearms, explosives, or incendiary 2. A failure to respond to a suspected
2. A failure to confirm the design devices and reasonable facsimiles event in either a timely manner or with

safety requirements of a structure or thereof that could significantly assist an adequate response force:
system as a result of inadequate radiological sabotage or theft of strategic 3. A failure to implement to CFR
preoperational test program SNM; Parts 25 and 95 with respect to the
implementation; or 3. A failure, degradation,orother information addressed under Soction

3. '. failure to make a required to CFR deficienc'y of the protected area 142 of the Act, and the NRC approved

50.55(e) report. Intrusion detection or alarm assessment security plan relevant to those parts:
D. Seventy Level IV-Violations systems such that an unauthorized 4. A Tallure to make, maintain, or

involving failure to meet regulatory individual who represents a threat provide log entries in accordance with ;
'

requirements including one or more could predictably circumvent the 10 CFR 73.71 (c) and (d), where the
system or defeat ' specific zone with a omitted information (i) is not otherwiseQuality Assurance Criterion not a

amounting to Severity Level I, II, or 111 high degree of confidence without available in casily retrievable records,
violations that have more than minor insider knowledge, or other significant and (ii) significantly contributes to the
safety or environmental significance. degradation of overall system capability; ability of either the NRC or the licensee 1

4. A significant failure of the to identify a programmatic breakdown; I
Supplement III-Safeguards safeguards systems designed or used to 5. A failure to conduct a proper search

This supplemen.' provides examples prevent or detect the theft, loss, or at the acwss control point:
of violations in each of the four severity diversion of strategic SNM; 6. A failure to properly secure or
levels as guidance in determining the 5..A failure to protect or control protect classified or safeguards
appropr: ate severity level for violations classified or safeguards information information inside the protected area
in the area of safeguards. which could assist an individualin an

A. Severity level 1-Violations H See to CFR'73.2 for the definition of" formula act of radiological sabotage or theft of
involving for example: qunuty." strategic SNM where the information

1. An act of radiological sabotage in '' The term " unauthorized individual" as used was not removed from the protected
in thi8 suPP ement means someone who was notlwhich the security system did not '"'h nzed r '" ' " ' "' '

arca*
7. A failure to control access such thatfunction as required and, as a result of not , dt n er ln t anner ente

the failure, there was a significant event, .. The phrase vitat are." as used in thi. an opportunity exists that could allow
such as: supplement incit des vital areas and material acceu unauthorized and undetected access

(a) A Safety Limit, as defined in to into the protected area but which wasama*-

CFR 50.36 and the Technical ,",,,'',}0$,R r t e dj, n n oi"sp|,iaL., neither easily or likely to be exploitable:8
., , gn r 8. A failure io conduct an adequateSpecifications, was exceeded; ,a in deierminins whether access can be easily

(b) A system designed to prevent or gained. factors such as predictabilHy. identifiability. search at the exit from a maten,al access
mitigate a serious safety event was not and ease of passage should be considered. area:
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9. A theft or loss of SNM oflow skin of the whole body, or to the feet, applicable limits in 10 GR Part 20
strategic significance that was not ankles, hands or forearms, or to any Sections 20.1001-20.2401 whether or
detected within the time period other organ or tissue; not an exposure or release occurs;
specified in the security plan, other 4. An annual exposure of a member of 9. Disposal of licensed material not
relevant document, or regulation; or the public in excess of 0.5 rem total covered in Severity levels I or 11;

10. Other violations that have more effective dose equivalent; 10. A release for unrestricted use of
than minor safeguards significance. 5. A release of radioacdve material to contaminated or radioactive material or

an unrestricted area at concentrations in equipment that poses a realistic
Supplement IV-Health Physics (10 excess f to times the limits for potential for exposure of the public to
GR PWO) members of the public as described in levels or doses exceeding the annual

This supplement provides examples 10 GR 20.1302(b)(2)(i)(except when dose limits for members of the public,
of violations in each of the four severity operation up to 0.5 rem a year has been or that reflects a programmatic (rather
levels as guidance in determining the approved by the Commission under than an isolated) weakness in the
appropriate severity level for violations Section 20.1301(c)); radiation control program;
in the area of health physics,10 GR 6.Disposaloflicensed materialin 11. Conduct of licensee activities by a

Part 20.n quantities or concentrations in excess of technically unqualified person;
A. Severity level 1- Violations five times the limits of to GR 20.2003; 12. A significant failure to control

licensed material; orinvolving for example: or
1. A radiation exposure during any 7. A failure to make an immediate 13. A breakdown in the radiation

year of a worker in excess of 25 rems notification as required by 1MSR safety program involving a number of

total effective dose equivalent,75 rems 20.2202 (a)(1) or (a)(2). violations that are related (or, if isolated,

to the lens of the eye, or 250 rads to the C. Severity levelIII-Violations that are recurring) that collectively

skin of the whole body, or to the feet, involving fur example: represent a potentially significant lack

ankles, hands or forearms, or to any 1. A radiation exposure during any of attention or carelessness toward

other organ or tissue; year of a workerin excess of 5 mms total licensed res"onsibilities.
2. A radiation exposure over the effective dose equivalent,15 rems to the D. Sever :y LevelIV-Violations

gestation period of the embryo / fetus of lens of the eye, or 50 rems to the skin involving for example:

a declared pregnant woman in excess of of the whole body or to the feet, ankles, 1. Exposures in excess of the limits of

2.5 rems total effective dose equivalent; hands or forearms, or to any other organ 10 GR 20.1201,20.1207, or 20.1208 not
or tissue; constituting Severity Level I, II, or III

3. A radiation exposure during any 2. A radiation exposure over the violations;
year of a minor in excess of 2.5 rems
total effective dose equivalent 7.5 rems gestation period of the embryo / fetus of 2. A release of radioactive material to

to the lens of the eye, or 25 rems to the a declared pregnant woman in excess of an unrestricted area at concentrations in

skin of the whole body, or to the feet, 0.5 rem total effective dose equivalent excess of the limits for members of the

ankles, hands or forearms, or to any (except when doses are in accordance public as referenced in to CFR
with the provisions ofSection 20.1302(b)(2)(1) (except when operation

other organ or tissue; 20.1208(d)); up to 0.5 rem a year has been approved
4. An annual exposure of a member of 3. A radiation exposure during any by the Commission under Section

the public in excess of 1.0 rem total year of a minorin excess of 0.5 rem total 20.1301(c));effective dose equivalent; effective dose equivalent: 1.5 rems to 3. A radiation dose rate in an I

5. A release of radioactive material to the lens of the eye, or 5 rems to the skin unrestricted or controlled area in excess
an unrestricted area at concentrations in

,

of the whole body, or to the feet, ankles, of 0.002 rem in any 1 hour (2 millirem / ;
excess of 50 times the limits for hands or forearms, or to any other organ hour) or 50 millirems in a year; 1

members of the bublic as described inor tissue; 4. Failure to maintain and implement ;
10 CFR 20.1302 )(2)(i); or

' 4. A worker exposure above radiation pro ams to keep radiation
6. Disposal oflicensed materialin tatory limits when such exposure osures as ow as is reasonably

quantities or concentrations in excess of ye ects a programmatic (rather than anex{levable;
r ac

10 times the limits of 10 CFR 20.2003. isolated) weakness in the radiation 5. Doses to a member of the public in
B. Severity LevelII-Violations control program; excess of any EPA generally a plicable

involving for example: 5. An annual exposure of a member of environmental radiation stan ards, such
1. A radiation exposure during any the public in excess of 0.1 rem total as 40 CFR Part 190;

year of a worker in excess of to rems effective dose eqmvalent (exce t when 6. A failure to make the 30-day
total effective dose equivalent,30 rems Peration up to 0.5 rem a year as been notification required by to CFR
to the lens of the eye, or 100 rems to the approved by the Commission under 20.2201(a)(1)(ii) or 20.2203(a);
skin of the whole body, or to the feet, Section 20.1301(c)); 7. A failure to make a timely written
ankles, hands or forearms, or to any 6. A release of radioactive material to report as required by 10 CFR 20.2201(b),
other organ or tissue; an unrestricted area at concentrations in 20.2204, or 20.220s; or

2. A radiation exposure over the excess of two times the effluent B. Any other matter that has more
gestat,on pen,od of the embryo / fetus of concentration limits referenced in 10 than a minor safety, health, ori

a declared pregnant woman in excess of CFR 20.1302(b)(2)(i) (except when environmental significance.

Pa 'been Supplement V-Transportation
,p ,o eb".1301(c));3. A ra atio po u e d r any t m i u do

This supplement provides examplesyear of a minor in excess of 1 rem total Section 20
effective dose equivalent: 3.0 rems to 7. A failure to make a 24-hour

of violeions in each of the four severity
the lens of the eye, or to rems to the notification required by 10 CFR levels as guidance in determining the

20.2202(b) or an immediate notification appropriate severity level for violations

nc rIeIEu$n'sa$f required by 10 CFR 20.2201(a)(1)(i);
v othervio a on

emergency respuse effort will be treated on a ca,,. 8. A substantial potential for
by<ase tasis. exposures or releases in excess of the
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in thurea cf NRC trrnsportation collectively reflect a potentially C. Severity LevelIII-Viitirnso

requirements *. significant lack of attention or involving for cxampin

A. Severity Level I-Violations carelessness toward licensed 1. A failure to control access to
licensed materials for radiation

involving for example: responsibilities;
1. Failure to meet transportation D. Severity LevelIV-Violations purposes as specified by NRC

requirements that resulted in loss of involving for example: requirements
2. Possession or use of unauthorized

control of radioactive material with a
1. A breach of packageintegrity

breach in package integrity such that the without extemal radiation levels
egulpment or materials in the conduct

material caused a radiation exposure to exceeding the NRC limit or without et licensee activities which degrades

a member of the public and there was contamination levels exceeding five safety;
3.Use of radioactive material on

clear potential for the public to receive times the NRC limits:
more than .1 rem to the whole body: 2. Surface contamination in excess of humans where such use is not

2. Surface contamination in excess of but not more than five times the NRC
authorized:

4. Conduct of licensed activities by a
50 times the NRC ? mit; or limit: technically unqualified person;

3. External red mion levels in excess
3. A failure to register as an 5. Radiation levels, contamination

of to times the NRC limit. authorized user of an NRC-Certilled levels, or releases that exceed the limits
B. Severity LevelIl-Violations Transport package;

involving for example: 4. A noncompliance with shipping specified in the license:
6. Substantial failure to implement

1. Failure to meet transportation papers, marking, labeling, placarding, the quality management prog am as
requirements that resulted in loss of packaging or loading not amounting to required by Section 35.32 that does not
control of radioactive material with a

a Severity Level I. II, or III violation; result in a misadministration: failure to
breach in package integrity such that 5. A failure to demonstrate that
there was a clear potential for the packages for special form radioactive

report a misadministration; or

member of the public to receive more material meets applicable regulatory Programmatic weakness in the
implementation of the quality

than .1 rem to the whole body; requirements; management program that results in a
2. Surface contamination in excess of 6. A failure to demonstrate that misadministration.

10, but not more than 50 times the NRC packages meet DOT Specifications for 7. A breakdown in the control of
7A Type A packages; or licensed activities involving a numberlimit: 7.Other violations that have more of violations that are related (or if3. External radiation levels in excess

of five, but not more than to times the than minor safety or env!ronmental isolated, that are recurring violations)
NRClimit; or significance. that collectively represent a potentially

4. A failure to make required initial SUPP ement VI-FuelCycle and significant lack of attention orl
notifications associated with Severity Materials Operations carelessness toward licensed
Levell or 11 violations. This supplement provides examples responsibilities;

C. Severity LevelIII-Violations of violations in each of the four severity 8. A failure, during radiographic
involving for example: levels as guidance in determining the operations, to have present or to use

1. Surface contamination in excess offive but not more than 10 times the NRC appropriate severity level for violations radiographic equipment, radiation
in the area of fuelcycle and materials survey instruments, and/or personnel

limit; monitoring devices as required by 10
2. External radiation in excess of one operations. CFR Part 34:

but not more than five times the NRC
A. Severity IAvelI-Violations

9. A failure to submit an NRC Form j
involving for example:

limit; 1. Radiation levels, contamination 241 in accordance with the j

3. Any noncompliance with labeling, levels, or releases that exceed to times requirements in Section 150.20 of to
placarding, shipping paper, packeging, the limits specified in the license: 10. A failure to receive required NRC

CFR Part 150;
loading, or other requirements that 2. A system designed to prevent or

,

could reasonably result in the following: mitigate a serious safety event not being approval prior to the implementatloa of|

type, quantity, or form of material: operable when actually required to
a change in licensed activities that has(a) A significant failure to identify the
radiological or programmatic

(b) A failure of the carrier or recipient perform its design function; significaace, such as, a change in3. A nuclear criticality accident: or
to exercise adequate controls; or 4. A failure to follow the procedures ownership lack of an RSO or i

(c) A substantial potential for either i

personnel exposure or contamination
of the quality management program, replacement of an RSO with an

required by Section 35.32, that resuhs in unqualified individual; a change in the
above regulatory limits or improper a death or serious injury (e.g., location where licensed activities are

-4. A failure to make required initial substantial organ impairment) to a being conducted, or where licensedtransfer of material:
material is being stored where the new

notification associated with Severity patient. facilities do not meet safety guidelines:B. Severity Level ll-Violations

5. A breakdown in the licensee's involving for example:
or a change in the quantity or type ofLevelIII violations; or

1. Radiation levels, contamination radioactive material being processed or
program for the transportation of levels, or releases that exceed five times used that hes radiological significance;
licensed material involving a number of
violations that are related (or, if isolated, the limits specified in the license

or
2. A system designed to prevent or 11. A significant failure to meet

that are recurring violations) that mitigate a serious safety event beirig decommissioning requirements

wsome transponation r.quirements are applied inoperable; or including a failure to notify the NRC as
3. A substantial programmatic failure required by regulation or license

to mwe iben one licensee involved in the same

YtafionTf suSh.Nr'e'mfn'o*cc$.e$o'rce* ment in the implementation of the quality
condition, substantial failure to meet

'# ' ' " '
management program required by 10 decommissiomng standards, failure to

adion will be directed against the responsitale CFR 35.32 that results in a conduct and/or complete
licensee which. under the circumstances of the decommissioning activities in
case. may t,e one or more of the licensees involved. Inisadministration,
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accordance with regulation or license (r the common defense and security EAP*a staffis tware that gn individual's
condition, or failure to meet required ("significant information identjfied by a condition may adversely affect safety
schedules without adequate licensee") and is deliberately withheld related activities; or
justification. from the Commission; 9. The failure of licensee management

D. Severity Level IV-Violations 4. Action by senior corporate to take effective action in correcting a
involving for example: managementin violation of to CFR 50.7 hostile work environment.

1. A failure to maintain patients or similar regulations against an C. Severity levelIII-Violations
hospitalized who have cobalt-60, employee; involving for example:
cesium-137, or iridium-192 implants or 5. A knowing and intentional failure 1. Incomplete or inaccurate
to conduct required leakage or to provide the notice required by 10 information that is provided to the NRC
contamination tests, or to use properly CFR Part 21;or (a) because ofinadequate actions on the
calibrated egulpment; 6. A failure to substantially part oflicensee officials but not

2. Other violations that have more implement the required fitness-for-duty amounting to a Severity levelI or11
than minor safety or environmental program.22 violation, or (b) if the information, had
significance; or B. Severity Level II-Violations it been complete and accurate at the

3. Failure to follow the quality involving for example: time provided,likely would have
management program, including 1. Inaccurate or incomplete resulted in a reconsideration of a
procedures, whether or not a information that is provided to the NRC regulatory position or substantial further
misadministration occurs, provided the (a) by a licensee official because of inquiry such as an additional inspection
failures are isolated, do not demonstrate careless disregard for the completeness or a formal request for information;
a programmatic weakness in the or accuracy of the information, or (b) If 2. Incomplete or inaccurate
implementation of the QM program,and the information, had it been complete information that the NRC requires be
have limited consequences if a and accurate at the time provided,likely kept by a licensee that is (a) incomplete
misadministration is involved; failure to would have re ulted in regulatory action or inaccurate because ofinadequate
conduct the required program review; or such as a show cause order or a different actions on the part of licensee officials
failure to take corrective actions as regulatory position; but not amounting to a Severity Imvel I
required by Section 35.32; or 2. Incomplete or inaccurate or 11 violation, or (b) if the information,

4. A failure to keep the records information that the NRC requires be had it been complete and accurate when
required by Sections 35.32 or 35.33. kept by a licensoo which is (a) reviewed by the NRC, likely would have

Inc mP ete or inaccurate because of resulted in a reconsideration of alSupplement VII-Miscellaneous
careless disregard for the accuracy of the regulatory position or substantial further

,

Matters
information on the part of a licensee inquiry such as an additionalinspection

Tin,s supplement provides examples official, or (b) if the information, had it or a formal request for information;
of violations in each of the four severity been complete and accurate when 3. A failure io provide "significant
levels as guidance in determining the reviewed by the NRC, likely would have information identified by a licensee" to
appropriate severity level for violations resulted in regulatory action such as a the Commission and not amounting to
mvolvmg miscellaneous matters. show cause order or a different a Severity LevelI or 11 violation;
, A. Severity Level I-Violations regulatory position: 4. An action by first-line supervision
involving for example: 3. "Significant information identified in violation of to CFR 50.7 or similar,

1. Inaccurate or incomplete by a licensee" and not provided to the regulations against an employee;-

informationa that is provided to the Commission because of careless 5. An inadequate review or failure to
NRC (a) deliberately with the knowledge disregard on the part of a licensee review such that,if an appropriate
of a licensee official that the information official; review had been made as required, a to
is incomplete or inaccurate, or (b) if the 4. An action by plant management CFR Part 21 report would have been
information, had it been complete and above first-line supervision in violation made;
accurate at the time provided,likely of 10 CFR 50.7 or similar regulations 6. A failure to complete a suitable
would have resulted in regulatory action against an employee; inquiry on the basis of 10 CFR Part 26,
such as an immediate order required by 5. A failure to provide the notice keep records concerning the denial of
the public health and safety. required by 10 CFR Part 21: access, or respond to inquiries

2. Incomplete or inaccurate 6. A failure to remove an individual concerning denials of access so that, as
information that the NRC requires be from unescorted access who has been a result of the failure, a person
kept by a licensee that is (a) incomplete involved in the sale, use, or possession previously denied access for fitness for-
or inaccumte because of falsification by of illegal drugs within the protected area duty reasons we properly granted
or with the knowledge of a licensee or take action for on duty misuse of access;
official, or (b) if the information, had it alcohol, prescription drugs, or over-the. 7. A failure to take the required action
been complete and accurate when counter drugs: for a person confirmed to have been
reviewed by the NRC, likely would have 7. A failure to take reasonable action tested positive for illegal drug use or
resulted in regulatory action such as an when observed behavior within the take action for onsite alcohol use: not
immediate order required by public protected area or credible information amounting to a Severity level 11
health and safety considerations: concerning activities within the violation:

3. Information that the licensee has protected area indicates possible 8. A failure to assure, as required, that
identified as having significant unfitness for duty based on drug or contractors or vendors have an effective
implications for public health and safety alcohol use; fitness.for-duty program:

8. A deliberate failure of the licensee's 9. A breakdown in the fitness.for-duty
''In applying the examples in this supplernent Employee Assistance Program (EAP) to program involving a number of

regarding inaccurate or incomplete information and notify licensee's management when violations of the basic elements of the
records, reference should also be made to the
guidance in Section IX. ' Inaccurate and Incomplete fitness-for duty program that
information.'' and to the def nition of " license, nThe example for violations for fitness-for. duty collectively reflect a significant lack of

|
cfncia!" contained in Section Iv.C. relate to violations of to CFit Part 26. attention or carelt ssness towardsi

i

|
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meeting the objectives of 10 CFR 26.10; in the area of emergency preparedness. standird invrtving assessmtnt or

it should be noted that citations are not notification.or
10. Threats of discrimination or normally made for violations involving C. Severity levelIII-Violations

restrictive agreements which are emergency preparedness occurring involving for example:

violations under NRC regulations such during emergency exercises. However, 1. In an alert, licensee failure to

as to CFR 50.7(0
where exerc'ses reveal (i) training, promptly (1) correctly classify the event,

D. Severity LevelIV-Violations procedural, or repetitive failures for (2) make required notifications to

involving for example: which corrective actions have not been responsible Federal, State, and local

1. Incomplete or inaccurate taken, (ii) an overall concern regarding agencies, or (3) respond to the event

information of more than minor the licensee *a ability to implement its (e.g., assess actual or potential offsite

significance that is provided to the NRC plan in a manner that adequately consequences, activate emergency

but not amounting to a Severity Level 1. protects public health and safety, or (iii) response facilities, and augment shift
II, or III violation: poor self critiques of the limnsee's staf0:

2. Information that the NRC requires exercises, enforcement action may be 2. A licensee failure to meet or

be kept by a licensee and that is appropriate. implement more than one emergency

incomplete or inaccurate and of more A. Severity levelI-Violations planning standard involving assessment

than minor significance but not involving for example: or notification; or

amounting to a Severity Level 1. II, or Ili In a general emergency, licensee 3. A breakdown in the control of
violation; failure to promptly (1) correctly classify licensed activities involving a number

3. An inadequate review or failure to the event,(2) make required of violations that are related (or,if

review under 10 CFR Part 21 or other notifications to responsible Federal isolated, that are recurring violations)

procedural violations associated with to State, and local a8encies, or (3) respond that collectively represent a potentiallyi

to the event (e.g., assess actual or significant lack of attention or i

CFR Part 21 with more than minor
safety significance; potential offsite consequences, activate carelessness toward licensed

4. Violations of the requirements of emergency response facilities, and responsibilities.
Part 26 of more than minor significance; augment shift staf0 D. Severity LevelIV-Violations

5. A failure to report acts of licensed B. Severity Level II-Violations involving for example:

operators or supervisors pursuant to 10 involving for example: A licensee failure to meet or
1. In a site emergency, licensee failum implement any emergency planningCFR 26.73; or

6. Discrimination cases which,in to promptly (1) correctly classify the standard or requirement not directly
themselves, do not warrant a Severity event, (2) make required notifications to related to assessment and notification j

LevelIII categorization. responsible Federal. State, and local Dated at Rockville, Ma'Y and, this 23rd dayl
agencies, or (3) respond to the event Dune 1995.Supplement VIII-Emergency (e.g., assess actual or potential offsite For the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

,

i

Preparednesa consequences, activate emergency John C. Hoyle,
This supplement provides examples response facilities, and augment shift

S*c'erary of the comme,ss,,on.
of violations in each of the four severity staf0; or
levels as guidance in determining the 2. A licensee failure to meet or IFR Doc 95-15952 Filed 6-29-95; aA5 ami

appropriate severity level for violations implement one emergency planning stumo caos reae.4w

1
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